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A debate around liThe Cinema We Need"
Since its apogee in the Second World
War, the role of the state in Canadian
film production has been little more
than a long series of compromises
stemming from the refusal to directly
address U.S. theatrical domination.
Two years ago, with the Canadian
Film Development Corporation's remarkable name-change to Telefilm
and the creation of the Broadcast Fund,
the state abandoned a lukewarm 15year commitment to Canadian feature
film production. Instead of theatrical
film , the emphasis now shifted to
Canadian television production on the
grounds that reaching some portion of
the 20% of the Canadian audience that
watches Canadian-owned television
was preferable to the 3% of the filmgoing audience that gets to see Canadian cinema in the U.S. 'domestic'
market. And the industry, with the
exception of outraged Canadian distributors, simply followed the new course
set by the money.
Behind such sudden reorientations,
of which this was only the latest (the
post-war reduction of the NFB, the
creation of CBC-TV, the miraculous
rise of the Canadian feature in the
NFB, the creation of the CFDC, the
announcement of the CCA each mark
earlier, equally important, ruptures)
lurk underlying questions about the
nature of Canadian audiovisual production that remain all too often confined within narrow divisions (feature/
experimental ,
theatrical/ broadcast,
production/ distribution) and are rarely
the subject of discussions outside each
specialized domain. Beneath the con26/Cinema Canada - July/August 1985

fusion of the "Canadian cultural crisis"
has been established the permanent
situation of 'divide to conquer' that is
produced when the state changes
policies like its bureaucrats change
their ties, producers wear themselves
out scampering this way or that after
money that appears and disappears
magically, filmmakers try to maintain
their sanity as genres rise and fall, and
audiences, blissed out on 'choice', zap
their way through an endlessly pro lifeFating, but identicaL landscape of
media-product, most of it American.
Somewhere along the line, the reason
for all the activity in this country,
namely Canadian culture and its
manifestations, political and actuaL
is fragmented beyond recognition.
And it's the same situation in those
factories of the Canadian intellect
known as universities, where a professional class of thinkers ponder,
among other things, questions of cinema . For if it is true, as no less a
luminary than Northrop Frye has
alleged, that nothing has happened in
this country in the last 50 years of the
slightest interest outside the university, the scant attention given to Canadian cinema there is not exactly heartening. Nor perhaps is it surprising
that one of the consequences is the
almost total absence of any kind of
dialogue about Canadian cinema or
television within the public-at-large.
Now it may be that the basic absurdity underlying Canadian culture has
simply become so general that the best
that can be expected (as the state's
retreat from the idea of Canadian film

development to television films suggestsl is the preservation of a tiny
market share within an openly continental (media) culture. This would suggest, however, that the Canadian cultural project has become largely
museological, akin to a comatose body
kept alive by the respiratory machines
of the Canadian state in a grim hi-tech
piece of installation art that is a vicious
satire of Canadian culture. In the absence of outspoken voices to the contrary, it is tempting to conclude that
the Americanization of Canada meets
with the almost univers'al quiescence of
government, public, university, media
and film industry alike. If in T.S. Eliot's
famous poem, the hollow men at least
went out with a whimper, the tragedy
of Canada's 'last men' would be that
they couldn't even manage to do that .
Well, at least one artist-filmmaker
was able to deliver a roar ofob;ection
that got itself into print in The Canadian Forum last winter. Bruce Elder's
"The Cinema We Need" was perhaps the
death cry of Canadian cinema or, as
Elder would argue from the sole surviving tradition of an authentic Canadian cinema (its avant-garde, a muchabused term that in the Canadian
context at least rediscovers something
of its original meaningl, an urgent,
timely warning amid the prevailing
amnesia that, yes, there is such a thing
as Canadian cinema.
Because Elder's "The Cinema We
Need" was in effectthe first manifesto
a Canadian filmmaker has ever produced, it seemed an occasion to radically re-awaken a debate arou nd the

state of Canadian cinema that was
buried in the rain of dollars of the
capital cost allowance. For the first
time, Canadian experimental cinema
openly challenges the traditions of
'mainstream' Canadian feature film
and this has led to a kind of critical
discussion around Canadian mediaforms that we do need. Or such is the
hope of the present debate: that it will
lead to others.
So Peter Harcourt (lnd Piers Handling,
the two principal expositors of the
best in Canadian thinking about the
Canadian feature film, were invited to
comment on "The Cinema We Need."
Bart Testa, preSident of the Film Studies Association of Canada, provides
the context that situates "The Cinema
We Need" in the Canadian philosophical
tradition of cultural resistance on the
one hand and the European avantgarde on the other. Elder responds to
his critics. Cinema Canada associate
editor Michael Dorland suggests some
points of reconciliation. And, fina lly,
critic Geoff Pevere brings the discu ssion back to earth by raising the
Irepressed?) issue of the Cinema we
got.
The debate that follows, then, if
occasionally abstract, is offered provocatively in the hope that there are still
thinking bureaucrats, producers, filmmakers, or politicians, left in this cou ntry for whom the question of 'What is
Canadian cinema ?' can cause something other than complacent boredom
- even inspire wonder whether or not
we ever seriously took th e trouble to
inqu ir e .

•

•

So.

what did Elder say?

by Bart Testa
So, what did Elder say when he wrote
that piece for Canadian Forum ? Lots
of thin gs, some of them open to complicated interpretations. But, first, we
might want to know how Elder came
to say what he said and this involves
several circ umstances .

•

Th e piece that appeared in th e February Canadian Forum under th e
title "The Ci nema We Need" was originally the artist's "statement" Elde r
wrote to accompany grant app lication s to th e Ontario Arts. Council and
the Ca n ada Co uncil for his new movie ,
Lamentations. The slightly e dit e d
Canadian Forum version appe are d in
a spe c ial section de vo ted to Canadian
c in e ma a long with articles by Gary
Evans . Brenda Longfellow a nd Geoff
Peve r e. The magazine's regular critic.
Robin Wood, took the month off a nd
th e re is a tale here that, I be li eve.
affec ted th e tone of all but:Qll..e of th e
pieces.
Once upon a time, until three year'S
ago actua lly, Canadian Forum had a
rotating chair that was held by a: changing group of film critics that included
Peter Harcourt , Kay Ar matage, Seth
Feldman, Jo e Medj u ck and o th ers .
They wrote often (but not a lways) on
Ca n ad ian films. When Forum.'s n e w
editor. John Hutcheson , replace d Sam
So lec ki in 1982, Hutcheson canned this
crew and insta ll ed Wood as th e magaz in e's regular fi lm reviewer. A di s tin guished academic critic who h as writte n a who le s h e lf of invaluable fi lm
books since th e mid-'60s, Wood is a lso
a topno tc h journalistic fi lm reviewe r
who , in recent years, has done some
rea lly good thin gs at Body Politic and
The Toronto Clarion as well as a t th e
Forum. Now Wood does not think
mu ch of Canadian films and writes
about th em less. He has explained why
in th e May Canadian Forum where h e
responded critically to Elder's "Th e
Ci nema We Need": basically, Wood
do es not believe in the projec t of

Bart Testa teaches cinema studies a t
Innis College, University ofToronto,
and is president of the Film Studies
Association of Canada.

Canad ian cultural nationa lism, at least
in th e forms that projec t now takes.
Although I wish he wou ld co ntribute
more essays to th e d e ba tes in Ca nadian c in ema as p e ne trating as his
"David Cronenberg : A Dissenting
View" (which appears in Th e Shape of
Rage, ed. P. Handling, Toronto, 1983 ),
Wood's decision pretty much to ignore
Ca n ad ian movies is hi s bus iness. But
this d ecis ion also has m ea nt tha t in th e
three veal's Hu tch eson has bee n run ning Canadian Forum, ye t another
outl et for writing on Canadian film has
been stoppered.
The point is th a t wh e n th e s p ecial
section ran in February, it provided a
rare editorial window for Ca nadian
fi lm critics at Forum and th e writel's
fe lt compe lled to s hout throu g h it
loud Iv. Pevere tried to nai l dow n eve ry
mal e' mode l movie in Ca na di a n cin erna . Longfellow crammed m e ntions
of ju s t abo ut every fe mini s t Ca nadian
film of th e last ye al'into h er piece . On ly
Eva ns was untouch e d by th e others'
urgent se nse of th e occasion . penni ng
a lI'a ile r for his new book, Jo hn Grierson and the National Film Boa rd of
Ca nada. Natura ll y, it w as a pi ece in
prai se of propaganda - just th e ci ne ma
we need, right 7
Carrying the mon strance of ex perimental film into the c ritica l procession, Elder de livered a manifesto . W hile
Elder has indi cate d precious littl e
ta le nt for the s tron g rh e torical ges ture
in his writing befor e, thi s tim e h e
boiled ove r into b e lli gerent accusation
a nd prescription. reg u lar mo ves in
manifesto-writing and ju s t th e ticket
for the ceremonies Canadian Forum
unwittingly staged .
So much for the genre , what a bout
th e auteur 7 Figuring out w h at Eld e r
sa id is partly a m a tt e r of whom th e
article ad dresses and who 's doin g th e
addressing. At firs t it m ight see m s illy
to divide up one m a n int o t"vo writers
but th ere are at least two E lders: th e
ava nt -garde movi e make r of long film s
like Illuminated Te;ds and th e academ ic critical writer of long essays o n
Jack Chambers and Michae l Snow.
These two Elders are th e same m an
e ntertaining the same ideas but writing
under two compUls ion s, usi ng two
different rhetorics, serving two different projects . In this instance, E ld e r
was wri tin g as an art ist addressing

groups of his p ee rs gat h e red in coun c il
to d e libe rat e on th e gran t-worthin ess
of his film Lamentations. The decision
to widen th e rea d e rs hip of his artist's
"stateme nt" cam e la ter and a t Canadian
Forum's invita tion to s ubmit a piece to
th eir specia l section o n Ca nadian cinema . No doubt Eld e l' als o must have
noticed that his writin g. u s uall y so
diffu se a nd tort ure d by qua lification
and academ ese, had come out of the
wOI'd-processor w ith s harp co nt ours
and a pi sse d-off c harge of indignation .
In short. a manifes to .
Some of th e qu a lities of ''The Cinema
We Need ." I should add, were borrowe d
from George Gra nt. The opening nin e
paragraphs are written in unmistakable Grantian ca d e nces ; Elder's use of
"tec hno logy" as his ce ntral critical
idea co m es pre ll y mu c h s traight from
Grant 's T echnology a nd Empire, and
th e politi cs Elder in vo ked were Granti ~IIl through a nd through. Alth ough
Grant is h ard ly known amon g film
critics in Ca nada (Wood , for example ,
utt e rly mi sses th e point of the te rm
technolo gy for thi s reaso n ), Eld e r
know s th e p hilosop her's idiom w e ll ,
having already deployed it ex te ns ive ly
throu gh Illumin ated Tests . It mu s t
have b ee n im possible to resist singing
the h eavy sarcas m that co lors his a rtist's "s ta te m e nt" for Lamentations
throu g h th e voca l arrangements of th e
Ca nadi an a uthor b es t known fOl' A
Lament for a Na tion.

•
Ins tances of th e arti s t's manifes to - th e
broad , co mb a ti ve dec la ration of purpose, inte nti o n . asp iration and prescription for <.lrtistic pra c ti ce - are
alm ost unkn ow n in Ca na di an film c ul ture s in ce th e days o f John Gri erso n . '
T vpica l of man ifes tos eve ryw h ere, th e
actual topi cs taken up in "The Cin ema
We Need " be lo ng not ju s t to th e prac ti ce of filmm a kin g but to a politi c of
culture a nd to th e age nda of art itse lf.
It is a lso tv pi ca l of manifestos th a t
Elder's a rti c le h as se t off a co ntrov e rsy
betw ee n th e a rti s t a nd th e c ritics, s o
far in this case , Wood , Peter Harcourt
and Piers Handling, the latter two right
here on th e pages of Cinema Canada .
Elder's article ope nly a tta cks Harcourt
and Handling naming them as the best
representatives of what he opposes ;

in fact , these two critics are fath e r
(Peter) and so n (Piers) in the disc ussion
of Ca n adian cinema .
Harcourt, who has don e more to
provo ke th e best writing on Canadian
film than anyone, has man y sons
among English-Canadian film c ritics
a nd Elder is o ne of them . Eve n wh e n
Eld e r cr itiques Harcourt's pOSitions,
whi ch he h as been doin g since the
mid-'70S ,2 as a critic speaking molto
sotto voce, th e re is obvious care ta ke n
to honor this father. As an artist, howeve r, Elder is not at all on e of Harco urt's
sons, but a c hild of th e avant-gard e
brought up by that extraord in ary
teacher, Gerald O'Grady. It was invevitab le that Elder's fili a l pie ty for Pe te r
wou ld c ross wires with his fi e rc e co m mitment to e xperimental cin e ma s ince
Harco urt holds no discernibl e co nce p ti on of avant-garde film making as a
distinct e nterprise and Elder is a strict
sectaria n . The flash-point came with
th e vas t - and vastly s uccessfu l - re tros pec ti ve of Ca nadian movies at th e
1984 Toro nto Festival of Festiva ls. Th e
programmes were coord inate d by
Ha ndling w ith Harcourt , Armat age,
Jim Monro, Ian Burnie and other criti cs
le ndin g a hand, includin g Elder who
ra n th e ex perimental progra mm e.
My own impress ion is that n e ither
Harcourt nor Handlin g shou ld h ave
e xpec te d th e accusations Eld e r makes
against th e m in "Th e Cin e m a W e
Need " s ince the fes tiva l was , for th e m ,
a vindica tion of th e one bi g h a ppy
famil y of Ca nadian ci n ema . But when I
ex pressed tha t view of the proceedin gs
in Th e Globe & Mail, Eld e r Pl'Olllpth'
d e live r e d an angry re primand to m e
over th e te lepho n e . It should have
bee n obvious that Harcourt and Handling be lie ved the bright light of
Canadia n ci nema all res e mble what
Handling repeated called the "small
p e rs on a l film" in press inte rvi e ws
p ublis he d around the festival. For th ose
two c riti cs, th e narrative movies of th e
ea l' ly '60s a re th e paradig m o f Ca n a·
di a n filmmakin g. Eve n w he n presse d .
o n o n e of th e pan e ls Eld er orga ni ze d
to acco mpan y his prog r a mm e at th e
fes ti va l, Harcourt would not speak to
d iffe re n ces betwee n " ind e pe nd e nt
pe rso nal film s" and ex p e ri m e n tal
m ovies . T hi s distressed Eld er and for
re ason s "The Cinema W e Nee d " lI' ie d
to layou t. Its writing ca m e s ho rtl v
a ft e r th e Toronto fes ti val.

•
Eld e r arg ues for one politic of Ca nad ia n
film a nd again s t another w hi c h Illa~:'
prove to be a phant o m with o ut force
o r trajec torv. HO\ve \'cr, in it s prese nt
form, as a c riti ca lll10de l of what Ca na diJn film might b e leve n without e .'\pli cit politica l a rti c ul a tion ), th a t politic
s h apes th ose in Canadian film c ulture
w h o co unt th e m se lves on it s Left. Ian
th e Ri g ht. of co urse, we h ave th e
s in ec ured ha c ks and s noo ze rs of th e
NF B a ncl th e u s ual gaggle of s lea zo id s
who run th e la ug hab le "co mm e r c ia l
industrV." 1 Beca u se th e\' are the mos t
tho rou gh of Ca nadia n film c ritics. wh a t
Harcourt and Handling h ave to say
d oes h ave wid e c urre n cy a m o n g th e
e nli ghte ne d . One of th e purposes of
"The Cin e ma We Need " is to for ce
o p e n th e arti culat ion of th e politic
be hind th e model - Elder's tacti c is to
be frontal and abrasive . Elder takes
"inde p e ndent p ersonal narrative film s"
and argues its political importan ce
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can bring experimental cinema under
the critique of cultural "utility." But
Elder does this all ass-backwards, by
putting his political critique first.
What he says in "The Cinema We
Need" is, 'Okay, bring on the critique I'm ready to play in your park, so put
'em up. Elder insists the politics of
Canadian filmmaking come out in the
open, by arguing how the cinema he
espouses has its politic. This, I take it,
is why he starts his manifesto with a
statement of the Grantian politic, that
structures Elder's most mature work
of art, Illuminated Tex.ts, 3
Of course, Elder's rhetoric of counter-critique serves not so much as a
defence of his own movies as a preemptive strike. For the usual reasons
artists write manifestos , he wants to
map out and occupy - bunker, mortar
and sand-bag - the intellectual ground
on which he wants to fight.
Elder's argument rolls up the atoll of
cinema by asserting that film narrative
always articulates the technological
view of time, of purpose, of experience.
"Narrative is the artistic structure of
structure of technocracy," he says. The
a lre ad y known is enfo lded , the subject
of the discourse is already mastered ,
perception is closed, thrown in to a
past and denied its problematic . What
is so striking about this assertion is
that almost everyone involved in serious film criticism believes some version of it." This goes for critics who just
shrug, those who seek to discern subversions in some movies !Robin Wood,
for example) and those who, like
Claire Johnston, have sought to forge
new tools of analysis in order to chase
down the political implications to
their last reverse angle.
Not many critics would, however,
agree with Elder's Grantian formulation of the argument that narrative
expresses a technological view. They
would complain that his philosophical
terms of reference are politically problematical. "Too metaphysical for
me," is the succinct way one young
film theorist put it on reading "The
Cinema We Need." That's fair enough
as far as it goes. Nonetheless, I have yet
to read an adequate critique of Grant's
thought that leads easily to dismiss its
adaptation to issues of Canadian culture out of hand. On the contrary, th e
writings of Arthur Kroker le.g., Technology and the Canadian Mind, Montreal, 1984 ) indicate that Elder argues
from a strong political and philosophical position. However, on the side
of film criticism, no topiC has been so
vexed in the last 15 years as the articulation of just what the big problem
is with narr ative. Elder believes he has
the answer, backed by a national trad ition , his "ci nema of perception." That
proposal raises its own prob lems and
questions no doubt , but let's get back
to the specific burrs under Elder's
indigna tion.
The point Elder wants to clarify
about the relationship between Canadian movies generalIv an d experimental movies in particular takes focus on
Harcourt and Handling's loose treatment of "personal independent film ."
Elder charges that they would, if unchecked, appropriate experimental
film to narrative cinema by using the
idea of "new narrative ." Elder rests his
case on a reading of the way these two
critics handle Canadian film . Theyare,
he says, committed to a cinema that
"shows us as we reallv are ... and so
28/Cinema Canada - July/August 1985
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DEBATE
engenders, or at least reinforces, our
sense of identity." If this realist position
Elder attributes to Harcourt and Handling sounds familiar, it should . Everybody - well, almost everybody - promoting Canadian culture makes these
kinds of noises, as readers of Cinema
Canada will have surely noticed. More
to the point, Elder believes Harcourt
and Handling do not underline the
differences between the scruffy naturalist movies of Owen and She bib, the
lyrical art cinema of Lefebvre and the
experimental films of Snow when they
write their accounts of Canadian film.
For Elder, all this is, so far, the backdrop whose design stands out in thick
relief when he reads Harcourt or
Handling and whose surface just got a
bright new coat of paint, with a bit of
big-time glitter, at the Toronto film
festi val. Centre stage now, though , is
Elder's distress over the possibility
that the critical appropriation of " new
nal'rative", which Elder properly
views as pseudo-avant-garde filmmaking, will be taken up by Canadian
critics as a way of rejuvenating the
tradition represented by Owen, Jutra ,
Shebib an d that bun c h . On one side,
the critics want a return to art-films ;
on the other academic publiCists for
"new narrative" claim to be waving
the banner of experimen tal cinema.
Canadian critics have been passing a
decade praising mediocre Canadian
feature films using the tools of an
outworn auteurism while standing
knee-deep in the ruins of a realist
theoretical scaffolding. The history of
their critical project culminates in The
Shape of Rage 11983 ) and the bulging
middle-section of Take Two 11984 ).
Surveying this critical terrain from the
gay hot air balloon set aloft at the
Toronto film festival, Elder has cause
to worry Canadian criticism as a whole
could ca tch the "new narrative " virus
now epidemic among younger, academically trained Canadian film critics . Elder believes that , if the contagion catches on , everyone wiII be
coughing up the opinion that - now!
today! this week! - experimental film
means " new narrative" movies and
"new narrative" movies means a rebirth of Canadian cinema.
So , what will happen then? Nothing
interesting will happen with Canadian cinema but , accol'ding to Elder,
th e avant-garde cinema represented
by Snow, Rimmer, Ra zu ti s, Hancox,
Wieland, Hoffman and, well, Bruce
Elder, will appear to be an irrelevance
of dubious (" too metaphysical for
me !") political significance. Elders
response is to dig in anq maintain the
traditio na l strict opposition between
na rrat ive films and experimental
movie s, that opposition marking the
spot where Elder really wants to fight
it out.
Harcourt and Handling answer EIders charges against them on their own
realist/ a uteurist turf but their artides
in this edi tion of Cinema Canada don't
effectively move to his ground. I'm
pretty sure that Elder has correctly
stated what is at stake when his peers
sit to deliberate over a grant application for a film like Lamentations. I'm
less sure he does more than this.
Elder's combative statement is not for
him an airy abstraction but an urgent
address made in the middle of an
activity of film criticism, the granting
process, that has the most serious consequences for an artist. And, as an

artist, Elder lives by his opposition
between narrative and experimental
filmmaking and his manifesto explains
why he, at least, continues to make
that choice.
I also think there are reasons to take
his warnings seriously, if not whole
hog. The critical confusions that
attend "new narrative" films and the
foolish try at moving Canadian art-film
from its shrunken domain to the tiny
island of experimental cinema probably do conspire to damage the further possibilities of the best avantgarde cinema being done in Canada.
This will benefit no one, least of all the
feckless filmmakers who want to
make movies like Low Visibility, a
perfect and sad example of what comes
of such ill-considered sideways motion, as Elder fears and predicts.

•
Le t's sum up and see how the controversv around "The Cinema We Need"
shapes up, and shapes our reading of
that text. Wood, I think, believes the
cinema we need must come inside an
accessible popular mO\'iemaking that
draws the viewer into his "nation ", the
commu nity of those who resist the
dominant capitalist-patriarchal ideo10gies.A nd , forWood , Elder writes like
an authoritarian . Harcourt believe?
the cinema we need tells Canadian
stories. reflects Canadian lives, in
short, expresses/ creates an identity that
he associates with Canadian culture.
And, for Harcourt, Elder writes religiously, like an impractical mystic
who just doesn 't know what the score
is. Handling slyly sees Elder as resuming the prescriptive proposals of
John Grierson, not in content but by
genre, casting Elder as someone both
authoritarian and at least moralistic .
Handling's pOSition is close to Harcourt's but his is a more historical and
film-historical sensibility and his critical writing serves an "archeology" of
Canadian fi lm tradition .
These critics all come from and are
still committed to kinds of film work
that ca n be called auteurist/ realist/
sociological, with the accents falling
on different sides of sensibilities at
different times. In my view, Harcourt
and Handling can land do) provide
ammunition for the practical battles
on arts councils and at film festivals
and they serve the cinema they think
we need, or are mostl y likely to get if
we're lucky, as academic publicists
modelled on early Cahiers du Cinema
and early Andrew Sarris. As a critic,
Elder is not so diffe rent in the purposes
he senles, as Harcourt correctly mentions in his response to "The Cinema
We Need." What is different, of course,
is the canon of films Elders criticism
serves to exfoliate and to publicize,
and that changes evelything about the
kinds of film criticism Elder practices ,
and makes for the differences on
displa y in the current controversy.
But "The Cinema We Need" is not
really criticism at all but a manifesto in
which Elder tries to put the experimental cinema at the centre of Canadian film. This prompts reasonable
people to ask who's cinema can this
be? Har'Court and Wood answer by
drawing on the perfectly obvious truth
that that cinema will never belong to a
sociologically significant audience.
Harcourt pro~ably has Elder dead to
rights when he lashes out with, "To

offer a theoretical argument to cultural
bureaucrats, to the guys who pull the
strings of cultural practice in this
country, is to commit an act of suicide."
Sure as shootin', they won't know
what Elder is talking about. As you
might imagine, bureaucrats are less
likely to know George Grant, even in
Tory Ottawa, than film critics are and,
if they did, they could hardly be expected to embrace an essay like "In
Praise of North America" as a basis for
Canadian cultural policy.
So, what else is new? You think
sociologically and you don't think like
an avant-garde filmmaker or a Canadian philosopher. What could be more
obvious? But film critics don't have to
think sociologically all the time and
everywhere and experimental filmmakers almost never do. I bring up
Grant again for two reasons. First of
all, he is a crucial Canadian philosopher and has taught us much about
the kind of imaginary Canadian Tony
Wilden cannot teach us. Grant is also a
curmudgeon. So, I hasten to add, is
Bruce Elder. But it is precisely the job
of the philosopher and the avant-garde
filmmaker to serve as points of resistance to the dominant discourses, if
you will, in the sense Michel Foucault
describes the matter. This has been
the case since the 1920s with Delluc,
Epstein , Verta\!, Eisenstein and Kules hov ; it doesn 't Change 40 years later
when you come to Conner, Brakhage
and Mekas, and I don't see any reason
to be annoyed now, 60 years later
when, locally , you come upon Razutis
and Elder. More , that Elder takes up
Grant at the same time he moves to the
high ground of "The Cinema We Need"
is doubly traditional for an avantgarde manifesto . Elder owes the style
of his gesture to a whole history of
attacks on narrative and on its high
valuation within a sociological film
criticism, the history of avant-garde
film theory and criticism. And he owes
his local color and politics to a philosopher ,;"ho upholds the politicalethical distinction of Canada by articulating how the nation can occupy a
point of resistance, however weak it
might be, against the technological
empire.
It is embarrassing that film critics
like Harcourt and Wood do not
acknow ledge these rather transparent
features of "The Cinema We Need"
before attacking Elder. They attack
him personally . They see in his text not
an artist making an artist's big noise
for his kind of art but only a nefarious
ambition. Nefarious because Elder's
politic does not accept their sociologies, ambitious because he dares to
say what artists should do. These critics
have read Elder poorly when they
could be reading him well and cutting
him four ways to next Tuesday.
There is a personal side to "The
Cinema We Need," in fact an autocritique. Harcourt declares "more recently, certainly in this last article
("The Cinema We Need"), his theoretical work has been designed to justify
his own filmmaking activity." Harcourt is mistaken . The cinema Elder
proposes is to be a "cinema ofperception" and will not be concerned "with
ideas" and will not be a "narrative"
cinema. Well, we have not yet seen
Lamentations but all of Elders major
work - Fool's Gold, The Art ofWorldly
Wisdom, Illuminated Tex.ts - is obsessed with ideas and thoroughly
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narrative in design. Elders mature
cinema could hardly be called a cinema
of perce ption , though it longs for such
a cinema just as Elder the critic lingers
over the films of Chambers , of Snow , of
Brakhage . These filmmakers are the
ones making the movies Elder himself
needs . The kind of cinema they have
made is the kind he aspires to make
and, so far , has not made . In the
themes Elders recent films take up
and dev e lop he tries to discove r how
he wound up in a spot where he
cannot make th e cinema he needs ; in
his m a nifes to he tri es to imagine w hat
that cinema would be like were h e - or
anyone e lse - a ble to make it. This, too,
is a Grantian gesture; to call up th e
image of idea of that to whic h one
aspires and ca nnot attain now. It is
also the gesture of the unhappy mode rn
Romantic, a figure stricken with
m e mories of the future he imagin es,
th e franti c, frequently abrasive , rather
funny figure who writes our manifestos.

NOTES
U) I think Piers Handling takes this up in
th e prese nt iss ue of Cinema Canada.
See, for exa mple, Elder's "On the Ca ndid-Eye Movement," Canadian Film Readers, edited by Joyce Nelson and Seth
feldman (1977) , pp. 84-94.

(2)

This is, in turn , w hy I take it th at anyone
who wants to argue with "The Cinem a We
Need". th e text of an artist, must a lso be
prepared to argue with Illuminated Texts
and do so in political terms. Peter Harcourt's
article in th is issue of Cinema Canada
indicates thi s is the case but if th e article
does not engage in the argument it. I hope,
prefigures. I would guess Lamentations
will also be of interest in this rega rd. What
Harco urt misses when he says Elder's films
are becoming more philosophical is that
th e way th ey are becoming more philosophical is political.

(3)

Elder utt erly despises (or professes to
despise) Stephen Heath but, at the broad
leve l of current film theory isn't Questions
of Cinema really in the same universe of
critical assertions as this sentence by Elder:
"Narrative first creates and then reconciles
discord" ?

(4)

The cinema we need?

dian c inema, a nd ironica lly I agree
with m a ny of Elder's conclusions in
by Piers Handling
this regard, although he ascribes to
Peter Harcourt a nd m yse lf the position
Bruce Elders "The Cinema We Need"
of being th e defenders of the "realist "
is the first theore tical manifesto of
cinema. Th is acc usation I find puzzprinciples to have appeared in Englishling, for now h ere, to my knowledge,
Canada since John Grierson la id down
have I assumed this position. I may
his views in the '40s. Comi ng as it does
from one of our mos t prominent film
have writte n on filmmakers like Don
Shebib, Bill Fruet, Gilles Carle and
thinke rs , both at th e leve l of pra ctice
Andre Blanc hard but never in any
a nd of theory, it needs to be tak en
serio us ly, especially a t this point in
prescriptive way, a nd those directors
time when Canadian cinema see m s to
whose fi lms I have recently examined
- Derek May, Mike Rubbo, Larry Kent
be s tanding at ye t a no th er crossroads
a nd David Cronenberg - a ll trouble th e
in its history.
Yet, Elder's proposals, despite the
realist s urface, con tes t it a nd situate it
e loquence with which they are argued,
as a problemati"c. But, at the same time,
must be countered a nd questioned in
Elder also maintains that Harcourt
a variety of ways, from the ass umptions
and I are proponents of the New Narthat he makes, to th e concl u s ion s that
rative, a form th a t deliberately ca lls
he draws and the c inema that he . into qu estion realist co n ve ntions .
This, however, is not the primary
proposes.
It almost goes without saying that
focus of Elde r's piece, nor s hould it b e,
Grierson has been the mos t important
and I wo uld like to co nfront that .
aesthetic influence on the way our
Elder, throughout, seems to be simulcinema has evolved. The tradition of
taneous ly a frai d of th e present, ye t
realism that Grierson spawn e d was
determined to give it a place of cenvital for its period . It gave us the
trality in th e cinema he proposes.
freedom to explore th e social, cultural,
There is a s tron g e leme nt of passeisme
and occasionally the politica l and
to Elder's article , a hatred of the te c heconomic reality of our country while
nical/manageri a l. of what he thinks
establishing an indigenou s s tyl e of our
we have become, of th e present. He
own. It served its purpose but, like all
even cites Adorno to emphasi ze what
theories, it was specific to a certain
we have lost, and Milton as an example
historical period and its u sefulnes s
of th e e nduring past . Indeed , mu c h of
was, or should have bee n , co n s igned
Elder's a nalys is of our technologica l
to those times . Like a ll theories , it
society co uld h ave been written a
needed to be challenged, built upon ,
hundred years ago by someone warnused, and then ultimate ly transcended,
in g of th e dangers of the indus trial
synthesizing into something else. Filmrevolution . And Elder's sense that we
makers in Quebec unde rstood this
have been dispossessed of "that realm
dialectical process and perhaps as a
known to the anc ien ts, the realm of
consequence their films grew in stature
mystery and wonder" carries overas a result of this d y n am ic . In Eng lishton es of a late nineteenth-century
Canada, a similar d ebate did not occur
romantic sensibility confron ted with
and perhaps our cinema h as bee n the
th e evil machine age. So mu c h of
poorer for it.
Eltler's articl e is defined by a sense of
Much of the recent debate in co nloss. T hin gs have been "vanda li zed ,"
te mporary film cri ti c is m h as cen tred
"commercia lized," "hijacked," and
around the qu es tion of realism , a de" pillaged." Sure ly, if anything, we
bate that has p arti c ul ar relevance for
must learn to take the new technologies
Ca nada because of th e overwh e lmin g
a nd adapt th e m to o ur own purposes.
doc um e ntary tradition in our art. Elder
We li ve in a tec hnological society
is right to foreground this iss u e and
whe th er we like it 01- not , a nd there is
posit it as proble matic . Ce rt a inl v it is
nothin g we ca n do to reverse that
begi nnin g to assume a position of cen rea lity , in th e same way that we live in
trality in m y own thinkin g on Canaan ato mi c age . W e ca nnot ignore tec h Piers Handling is the author ofnumer- nological changes ; we can on ly learn
ous monographs on Canadian film- to co ntrol them and use them to o u r
advantage.
makers, and resides in Toronto.

But, if th ere is a fear of this tec hnological present. there is also a fear of
fruitful intercourse, of a mingling of
forms a nd strategies and a d es ire to
erect barriers, to mark off th e ava ntgarde from. the New Narrative , to dismiss narrative, to create some thin g
pure a nd untainted . On th e one hand
Elde r criticizes the New Narra tive and
its breaches of th e conventional as
having " little las ting value, for what
seems un co n ven tion a l one day, often
becomes a cliche the next," w hile
proposing a ci nema of the p resent th a t
presumably avoids these cliches - as if
art and the forms it takes is somehow
timeless. Is this what is importa n t to
art, th a t it s imply endure ? This idea
that th ere are unchangin g s tandards
wi th w hich we can judge "art" has
sure ly been undermined in the past
d ecade , and the question of good or
bad h as tended to become an irre levant
ques ti o n .
Narra ti ve he discards as a form , but
his ob jec tions to the New Narrative I
find weak. He argues that Harcourt
and I view the New Narrative film as a
revitalization of .the "Canadian Art
Film" after the dark years of th e cap it al
cos t a llowan ce. While I have great
admiration for the film s made here
between 1962 a nd 1974, I do not think it
possible , or maybe even d esirab le, to
turn back the clock and recreate th ose
tim es. As God ard not e d a t the end of
Prenom: Carmen, the days of the
personal film are d ead . That his torica l
period h as passed ; we have entered
into anot h er and our films must reflect
th at change. It doesn 't mean th at I
don't value so me film s that are ind ep e ndent an d personal but I don 't fee l
th a t th e future li es h ere , in the same
way that I don 't think Godard is as
cen tral to our experiencing of the
world now as he was in th e '60s.
Elder objects to the Ne w Narrative in
two important ways:
• These films are st ill fu ndamentally narra tive . Narrative in E lder's world
is a falsifica ti on of experience that
concea ls more than it revea ls, th at
esse ntially closes off the wo rl d and
suggests th at experie n ce is ordered,
rationaL ex plainable . To speak against
Elder, a ll art is a fa lsification of
experience. No art that I am aware of
can rep licate experience . Furthermore, if New Narrat ive is narrative , it
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also calls this ordering into question,
subverts it, troubles its surface, creates
ambiguity, often denies the notion of
closure, and by so doing forces the
viewer into a position whereby slhe
becomes the active producer of
meaning.
• Elder does not believe that "selfreflexive strategies used in some
forms of avant-garde filmmaking can
be comfortably accommodated within
story-telling forms or that they serve
important ends when used in that
context ... Such breaches of convention have little lasting value, for what
seems unconventional one day often
becomes a cliche the nex!." What are
these "important ends" that remain
unspecified? Again we are back in the
domain of Milton and "lasting value'·
as if there is some imaginary standard
against which art can be measured.
Elder's statement denies the historical
specificity of art, the fact it speaks to a
particular set of historical, political
and economic realities, and espouses
the notion of an art that transcends
this specificity. Is this the art of the
present that Elder argues for so
vehemently?
Let us take a look at the cinema that
Elder proposes, a "cinema that can
deal with the here and now," "a form
that will immediately present the
coming into presence (that is, the formulation) of present experience." He
describes the terms of this cinema as
follows:
1. "A cinema not of imagination but
of perception ... we must cease to
impose ideas on experience ... we must
rid art, and ourselves, of selfconsciousness." Surely this is impossible. What is art but a re-ordering of
experience that automatically infers a
degree of self-consciousness? The
only artists to escape this are either the
naive or the primitive. Is Elder
proposing that we turn back the clock
to try and rediscover a lost childhood
of perceptual art free from social
influence? His own films both impose
ideas on experience and are selfconscious; they are certainly amongst
the most intricately mediated and
philosophically
sophisticated
art
works currently being produced.
2. "The cinema we need wiII be a
cinema of perceptions, of immediate
experiences. It wi ll not be a cinema of
ideas. Like narratives, ideas are
formed only after the fact, serve only to
represent what is already pas!." All of
experience, except the microsecond
of the present, is in the past. Film,
because of its pho tographic base, is an
art form that exclusively preserves
what has passed , the past, and nothing
else. Formally , this is a restriction of
the medium . At the le vel of content
there is a possibility, obviously , of
orienting us to the present and the
future , but Elder talks little of content.
being far more interested in the formal
properties of the cinema we need .
3. "The form will have to allow for
multiplicity and contradiction. The
attempt to dispos e of contraries-inexperience is due to r e ason and perception ." Perhaps this is true of
science, but historians and artists,
social scientists and philosophers
ha ve been aware of the hermeneutical
principles of their disciplines that
allow for the unresolvable , the une xplain e d , the paradoxical. This does
not negat e a desire to ord e r one's
perceptions , in the way that Elder has
30/Cinema Canada - July/August 1985
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done in his article, in an attempt to
interpret the world and further understand its contradictions.
4. "In order to be true to the commitment to reveal the process by
which events come into presentness,
this form of cinema we need wiII
reveal the process of its own emergence into being ... The development of
such a piece of cinema through time
will be like that of totally improvised
jazz ... " Surely, this is an idealistic
impossibility. Improvised jazz is one
of the few forms that does indeed
meet the requirements Elder desires,
but film, because of its formal properties, can never represent the present in
the way that improvised jazz can. And
revealing the process of its own emergence into being sounds distinctly selfconscious.
5. "Our cinema should be profoundly rhythmic." Is this not a selfevident truth that defines the properties of most (not alI) films as rhythms
fundamental to film editing and
structure?
6. "The cinema we need would be
rooted in the place where we have our
being. But where we are, always, is in
language ... It will not be a purely
visual cinema, will not be a cinema
against the word, but a cinema of the
power of the word." How can one
engage in this kind of practice without, to use Elder's words, imposing
ideas on experience, being selfconscious in our art, both of which he
regards as anathema?

•
Apart from the strong drift towards a
kind of mysticism, a desire to cleanse
art of the rationality that imposes
order and hence supports the present
technical/managerial system, "the
cinema we need" is perceived entirely
in terms of formal principles. This
formalist solution is the most limiting
aspect of Elder·s argument, despite its
obvious fascination. When the form
that art takes assumes a precedence
over everything else there is a very real
danger of isolating that art form, I
would hesitate to say "reality", but
from the daily intercourse of human
life. This is not the first time that a
formalist argument has been made. Its
impulse is legitimate. We must find
new forms of saying things to counteract the old way of perceiving the
world. Experience, as Elder points out,
is not reducible in the way that most
films present it to be. It is far more
complex, it is infinite, closure is a lie,
etc . But does the formalist position
provide a solution? It holds an obvious
fascination for the film theorist, but it
has resulted in increasing marginalization and thereby isolates itself
from the very audience it is trving to
educate . Joyce's experiments with
the novel in Ulysses and Finnegan's
Wake marked an end ; not a beginning.
The formalist filmmakers of our times
Godard, Straub/ Huillet, Duras ,
Syberberg (not to mention Snow,
Brackage, etc.) - work in the margins
and reach relatively small numbers of
people, an intellectual elit e. I value
these filmmakers and their work but is
this the only cinema we need ?
Anv piece of prescriptive writing
opens itself up to an entire range of
obj ections: Why only one cinema , one
form and not a multitude of cinemas,
of forms ? Why e xclusion and not

divergence? What I fear is that Elder is
functioning from a defensive position
where he tries to erect barriers between the avant-garde and New Narrative and narrative to preserve the
purity of one particular cinema, one
specialized form. In this way Elder
wants a cinema that withdraws and
detaches itself consciously from other
cinemas, that defines itself in opposition to these cinemas. Is there any
room in "the cinema we need" for a
feminist cinema, a native cinema, a
political cinema, that might want to
employ different structuring devices?
It is hard to tell because Elder, unlike
Grierson, completely and no doubt
consciously, ignores all questions of
content. Is it enough to make films that
are formally correct or shou ld they not
address themselves to the central
ideological questions and events of the
day: the representation of women, the
absence of certain people and classes
from our screens, the nature of the
"hidden reality" that ideology obscures
in modern society, etc . ?
I do not intend to say that we need a
cinema that deals with the nuclear
issue, pornography, unemployment,
abortion, the new technologies, native
people - although these are all important and contemporary problems and I
would hope that people would make
films on these issues - because that
would be slipping into a prescriptive
trap. No, there is no one cinema that
we need and there is no one form we
need to contain our cinema. Hopefully,
there will be a plurality of forms which
call into question the dominant ideology, the accepted way of looking at
the world that surro unds us.
If the cinema is- to be a tool for
change or function as a medium that
re-orders our way of looking at the
world it cannot be an e litist cinema. Its
power is as a mass medium and it has
to address itself to the general public.
If the dominant form within cinema is
nan'ative, we can't simply turn away
from it, condemn it as impure and
discard it as EldeI' wants to do. Narrative, on the contrary, has to be confronted head-on, as any form of colonization has to be faced , examined
and transcended. Working within narrative obviously results in compromise
and the danger of co-optation but at
least it provides the possibilit~ ' of assuming a centrality within the current
debate that is otherwise abdicated. If
we, as a culture and a film community,
don't want to be confined to the margins, we must address this issue . Narrative, because it is so closely attached
to p leasuI'e cannot simply be dismissed.
It has to he subve rted from within , in
th e same way that technology has to
be given a human face and harnessed
to what we want it to do for us. As soon
as technology, or narrative, is seen
simply as the enemy we are lost and
\vi ll just find ourselves plugging a
leaky dam with OUl' fingers.
I do not mean by this to dismiss
Elder's vision of the cinema we need,
but I would like to point out that it may
well be a cinema we need but it is not
the cinema that we need. I would like
to see the avant-garde continuing to
make films and am not proposing for a
minute that we on I)' make narrative or
New Narrative films. The avant-garde
and its innovations will always be
valued and its experiments incorporated into the mainstream . This is
also the history of art (and I might add,
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civilization) and shou ld not be perceived in negative terms as Elder does,
but positively. This is how an art form
or a culture remains healthy and progresses, by incorporating the ideas
and inventions of its experimenters
into the general fabric of society.
Apart from the theoretical questions
raised by this debate, there is another
realm of practicalities that Elder completely ignores: the pragmatics of an
industry, the communications reality
of 1985, the question of whether people
will want to see this cinema, will
understand it and want more. The '80s
have not looked kindly upon experimentation in the arts. This doesn't
mean that filmmakers shou ld cease
experimenting. What it does mean is :
if this is what they want to do, they
shou ld be aware that audiences will
be less receptive to these innovations.
I lament this fact and wish it was not
so but this too is the reality of 1985. On
the other hand, to throw a positive
light on things, experimentation flourishes in rock videos, a form that is
becoming increasingly popular.
The one thing we must do now is
deal with the practical reality of what
we as a culture confront, of what it
means to live in this society in the '80s,
of how this society functions and
expresses itself. I see little evidence of
our filmmakers grappling with thes e
questions although there are distingUished exceptions. Our women's
cinema appears to be the most vital
and engaged at this moment, the
cinema the most connected to the
present. !;Jut this should come as no
surprise because women are c urrently
asking the most pertinent questions
about their role in society and the
cinema reflects the health of this
debate.
This raises another point. No matter
how much I would like to believe it, I
do not think that the cinema can have
a potential to change society in any
significailt way. Films will not prompt
people to want to alteI' their environment in any appreciable way, to "overcome this will to mastery." This will to
change comes from an accretion of
factors, of which the cinema is one of
many and certain ly not the 1110st important.
It a lso strikes me that the cinema is
no longer the pre-eminent aI't form of
our time , that it no lon ger holds a
position of centrality \\'ithiil our cu lture
in the wa\' that Elder by implication
assumes it does. The zenith of the
cinema 's achievement has been reached, the creative people who realh'
want to deal with the present will
gravitate not toward s th e cinema but
towards video in its marl\' manifestations . ;\ s- Louis Malle recentl\' remarked , the on lv people who go to the
1110vies am 'more are teenage rs all
dates. Questions like "the cinema wp
ne ed " wi II become increasingly margina l as films re li nquish their hegemony in the visual marketplace.
However, the image industry cinema, video , television, commercials - wi ll always be important . An
ullderstanding of how these images
are made, what the\ ' say, what they
represent, what they reveal. what thev
conceal. is a vital undertaking. The
image indUstry we neerl wou ld , I
hope, address these issues and situate
them within a recognizablv Canadian
cultllI'al. socia l, political,· economic
and plwsical landscape.
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Politics or paranoia?

by Peter Harcourt
"The Cinema We Need," Bruce Elder's
article in The Canadian Forum (February, 1985) while challenging and
insightful, confuses a theoretical debate with a political position and
embodies assumptions that have to be
confronted.
To begin with, Elder's comments
concerning the Canadian retrospective
organized for last year's "Festival of
Festivals" in Toronto: to what extent
can any retrospective advocate a cinema for the future, the cinema we
need? Are not all retrospectives condemned, by their very nature, to present the cinema that has been achieved?
And did not this particular retrospective allocate 50 hours in one of the four
theatres reserved for the Canadian
product specifically for the presentation of "experimental" films? Was this
innovative programming covertly designed to facilitate the "sacking" and
"pillaging" of the experimental product by less imaginative filmmakers
seeking to resuscitate their moribund
narrative structures? Indeed, do
Sonatine, La femme de l'hotel, or Le
jour S ... display traces "hijacked" from
Wavelength or from Illuminated Texts?
To use Elder's own words to ask these
questions is to underline the false
assumptions that deform the tone of
Elder's latest article on Canadian
cinema.
The conceptual confusions embedded in this article can perhaps best be
dealt with by positing the need for a
variety of levels within cultural discourse and for an equal variety of
assumptions about the production
and consumption of art.
Take the problem of "realism" in the
cinema. While the urge to use of medium as "naturally" as possible may
well condemn the art work to the past
tense and to the apparent naturalization of those aspects of the past that
have been represented for our attention, has not this urge been an aspect
of all cultures and civilizaJions since
the beginning of speech? Is not the

Peter Harcourt founded film studies
in Canada and teaches at Carleton
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impulse to tell stories and to listen to
the stories of others both a primordial
human need and a chief agent of social
bonding? Has this not been so since
the time of Homer through to Margaret
Laurence? And without it, would we as a social entity - have any sense of
ourselves at all ?
What I have always enjoyed about
this impulse towards naturalism,
especially in the cinema, is that it can
never really work. Whatever the "intention" of Nobody Waved Goodbye, it
cannot convey to us today the sense of
"how things really are" but of how
things were once 'imagined to be, of
how they were felt by a certain group
of people in a certain place at a certain
time. And by what order of moralistic
logic must we assume that such a
work suggests that "the present order
of things cannot be transcended" ? I
have always assumed that naturalism
in the cinema suggests exactly the
reverse: the present order of things
must be transcended. Of course, it
doesn't tell us how!
Furthermore, the passing of time
systematically de-naturalizes the most
naturalistic cinema. As codes of dress
change along with codes of speech
and behaviour, attentive spectators
become more aware of the strategies
of construction than they are of the
"authenticity" of the moment of capture. Seen nowadays -largely because
of its editing strategies, its "structured
absences" - A Married Couple has as
much in common with Sartre's Huis
Clos or with Bergman's The Silence as
it does with Rossellini's Paisa or with
Zavattini and de Sica's Bicycle Thieves,
those supposedly classical models of a
"realistic" cinema.
I have always felt that Roland Barthes
posited a somewhat specious distinction between "writerly" and "readerly"
texts : 1 while it is true that the "writerIy" text remains irredeemably writerJy
- one has to work at deciphering
Finnegan's Wake or The Art ofWorldly Wisdom - one can choose (if one
wishes) to work at deciphering a wide
range of "readerly" texts. One can
"read" An American in Paris as the
vehicle for American cultural imperialism as much as we have been
encouraged to "read" Donald Duck,z
Of course, I am arguing more on a
sociological than on a theoretical

level; but my insistence would be that
this level of social discourse also has
validity - depending on whom you are
arguing with and on what you are
trying to achieve. Discourse does not
take place solely on the theoretical
level, especially discourse designed to
intervene directly within the political
arena. Any form of suasion must be
cast in the language that the people
with the power to effect change will
be able to understand.
To offer a theoretical argument to
cultural bureaucrats , to the guys who
pull the strings of cultural practice in
this country, is to commit an act of
suicide. Furthermore, if we are going
to talk about the cinema we need,
surely it cannot be only the experimental cinema. If, with our limited
economic resources in Canada, we
should turn away from narrative and
devote our energies solely to developing a cinema that "will use noncausal, non-teleological forms of instruction and will not attempt to arrest
time," then on a political level we have
completely surrendered our right to
what we might calJ our narrative
sovereignty, our right to tell our own
stories about ourselves in our own
way.
When I think about what kind of
cinema we need, I would argue for all
kinds of cinema. We need our own TV
sit-coms, our own rock videos, our
own dramatic features, both in the
theatres and on television; we need to
nourish and protect the distinguished
"minimalist" tradition of narrative
filmmaking in Quebec such as we find
in the works of Jean-Piere Lefebvre,
Denys Arcand, Jacques Leduc, Andre
Blanchard, Mireille Dansereau , Paule
Baillargeon, and even, with Sonatine,
Micheline Lanctot (this is not "new"
narrative: it has been going on for 20
years). We even need our own industrial and educational films ; but of
course we also need to nouris h and
protect our experimental filmmaking.
As Elder has argued, experimental
films do address problems and complexities generaJJy beyond the reach of
most narrative films ; but they often
address them in such a way that onlv a
specialized group of people can p~o
perJy understand. If experimental films
might be seen as salvation in some
way from our technocratic, managerial

world, then they could provide salvation only for th e very few.
Nevertheless , Elder is right to worry
about the moral health of our society
a nd he is equally right to stress the
important role that c ulture can play in
assisting us to understand what it is in
life that might constitute the Good.
Since it is so much at the base of his
own artistic practice, I don 't want to
co nfront the religious emphasis that
Elder places on rediscovering "our
wonder at the gift of things , at what
sho uld be the wonder of wonders , th at
things a r e given " ; nor do [ wish to ask
for greater specificity about what these
"th ings" are that are given, nor by
whom or to whom. I would, however,
like to examine the logic around which
Elder organizes his argument.
Elder begins by collapsing "technique" into the U.S . and then proceeds, to
collapse "narrative" into "technocracy."
Narrative, according to Elder, "eliminates the unmanageable ambiguities
and the painful contradictions inherent in experience." From such a reductive description of narrative, which
restricts to a single model an immense
variety of organizational strategies, it
is not too difficult for Elder to conclude
that " narrative is the artistic structure
of technocracy. "The cinema we need,"
he continues, "the cinema that combats
technocracy, will, therefore, be nonnarrative. It will not be animated by a
rage for order - and order's concomitant, concealment."
But wait a minute! Did technocracy
devise narrative, to use it for its own
ends? Were there not stories long
before there was technocracy, certainly
long before there was a U.S . ? And is
this all that is going on in Madame
Bovary, Anna Karenina, Middlemarch,
and in The Diviners - a "rage" for
order ? In fact, has not Roland Barthes
shown us how, through a series of
intricate readings, we can find ' the
concealed text within the ordered
text? And isn't it an axiom of literary
studies that the greater the novel, the
greater the play might be between
order and concealment, between the
"manifest" and "latent" meanings of
the text?
This hermeneutic activity is the very
stuff of reading and thinking, of seeing
and feeling, this continual play with
texts - whether "readerly" or "writerly",
closed or open, narrative or non-narrative, naturalistic or formalized.
Some texts, of course, are more challenging than others, and some are of
greater value. But to argue that a
certain form of cinematic practice is
"the cinema we need" while another
form is " dangerous" is to imply a
theoretical totalitarianism that must
be resisted.
Were Elder's argument to be takim
seriously, where might it end? Would
there be public burnings of all copies
of Nobody Waved Goodbye and of
Gain' Down The Road and of all the
published work of Harcourt and Handling ? I hope that Elder wouldn't go
that far. At the same time, his repeatedly emotive vocabulary implies a
personal "rage" that seriously distorts
his discussion of the issues he is dealing
with. It seems like the rage of a paranoid, of someone who feels he is
insufficiently appreciated, who is
fearful of being stolen from , and who
is increasingly intolerant of any form
of artistic, critical, or theoretical practice that is different from his own . Now
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this kind of "concealment" may, in
fact, be "dangerous" because so unacknowledged by the writer himself.
Yet buried within this latest piece of
Elder's is an intricate a nd insightful
theoretical argument. Elder is actually
contrasting multi-textual non-narrative, non-teleological filmic strategies
with more conventional forms of
cinematic closure. The cinema that
Elder is celebrating (which, since he
offers no examples, seems largely to
be his own) is a cinema of becoming
rather than a cinema of having been;
and I agree with Elder that this kind of
cinema is immensely important within
the realm of theoretical activity for
those who have the leisure and the
training to appreciate it.
What troubles me is that Elder makes
no distinction between the political
and theoretical realms and that he has
to privilege this "poetic" practice over
the more "prosaic" practices of other
artists, railing against them and their
expositors - Harcourt and Handling as if they were "dangerous." It is,
however, as I have argued, this confusion of discursive levels plus the
prescriptive insistence on only one
correct for filmmaking for the nation
which, were these arguments listened
to, would be dangerous.
Elder's cinema is an intensely inward
cinema. It involves increasingly an
exploration of different states of consciousness and of the relationship of
the self to culture. It is, in essence, a
philosophical cinema.
Elder's theory, too, has been enor- .
mously important. Almost singlehandedly he initiated a debate about
the types of filmic practice that characterize filmmaking in this country ;3
and he has written a definitive account
of the essential characteristics of the
Canadian avant-garde. 4 More recently,
however, certainly in this latest article,
his theoretical work seems designed
largely to justify his own filmmaking
activity, making it seem monocratic
and self-serving.
There can be no cultural health for
any nation without a more pluralistic
approach than Elder will allow. We do
need Elder's cinema and, as Canadians, we can be proud that it was
created here . At the same time, most of
us want to watch other kinds of films
at the movies on Saturday night and on
television on Sunday. It would be fine,
it seems to me, if some of these films
might tell stories in innovative ways
and if some of them might be Canadian .

NOTES
(1) S!Z, by Roland Barthes, trans. by Richard
Miller. (London, Jonathan Cape, 19751. The
original French words are scriptible and

Iisible.
(2) How to Read Donald Duck : Imperialist
Ideology in the Disney Comic, by Ariel
DoIfman & Armand Mattelart, trans. by
David Kunzle, (New York, International
General, 19751.
(3) "Modes of Representation in the Cinerna : Toward a New Aesthetic Model," by
Bruce Elder, Cine-Tracts 6, Vol. 2, No. 2
(Spring 19791, pp. 55-61.

(4) "The Photographic Image in Canadian
Avant-Garde Film," by R. Bruce Elder in
Take Two, ed. by Seth Feldman, (Toronto,
Irwin Publishers, 19841, pp. 246-263.
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A vindication

by Bruce Elder
The cinema described in my article is
not any cinema that actually exists,
made either by myself or by any other
filmmaker. My own films are far too
conceptualized to be the films argued
for in my article. More sensitive readers
have commented, accurately, that the
article is primarily self-critical. (In this
respect, it is like my forthcoming film,
Lamentations. )
But does one accuse Eisenstein of selfinterest for formulating and publishing
his ideas on montage, because they are
ideas which he used in his own filmmaking? Or Vertov, for advocating a
documentary practice rather like that
in which he was engaged? Or Richter,
for expostulating on a "true cinema"
whose foundational ideas were derived
from his "experiments" in filmmaking?
Is Leacock condemned for speaking
out for "an uncontrolled cinema"
rather like the cinema-verite he was,
at the time he made these statements,
in the process of inventing?
For my part, I believe the fact these
filmmakers worked out notions of
cinema and made films based on the
principles they have arrived at gives
both their films and their writings a
special strength. The co-incidence of
the principles they expound and the
principles they have practiced indicates
intellectual integrity. 1 wish I could say
I follow in their path, but, in honesty, I
cannot. My own writing has been only
an admission of the shortcomings of
my own work and a celebration of the
strengths of others, the Michael Snows,
Jack Chambers and David Rimmers,
whose work has been so very rich.
The danger that I pointed out in
"The Cinema We Need" was the threat
to alternative cinema posed by a failure
on the part of professors, critics and
theorists to pay any heed to the practice, and even the advocacy of
practices which are likely to usurp the
avant-garde's claims on the attention
of those who are interested in discovering alternatives to the hegemonic

Bruce Elder's films include The Art
of Worldly Wisdom, Illuminated
Texts and the forthcoming Lamentations : A Monument to the Dead
World.

products of Hollywood/Mosfilm. The
best rebuttal of my allegation would
be to reel off a list of articles that
professors and critics have produced '
on experimental film.
Another option that might have
been exercised would have been to
claim that, although professors have
not actually written about experimental films, they really do recognize its
importance. (One can imagine that .
this rejoinder would be offered to the
accompaniment of much huffing and
sniffing and wheezing.) I'm afraid that
this response wouldn't be good enough
either. In this period when Marcel
Masse holds the purse strings, whatever cultural activity is not defended
to the hilt is given away. Moreover,
advocacy of one type of cinema (naturalistic fictions) along with demonstrable neglect of another type (experimental films I indicates a prioritization of practices on the part of professors. In fact, professors have often
stated that experimental filmmaking
is valuable only as a sort of research
program and that its discoveries take
on real value only when they are
adopted and used by feature filmmakers.
I know experimental filmmakers
who have worked for over 15 years
now, have done fine work, and still
have got none of the attention from
professors that is regularly bestowed
on mediocre narrative filmmakers. I
know of experimental filmmakers
who have worked at one-and-a-half or
two regular jobs to earn enough money
to allow them to make their art and,
after years on such a regime, have only
found themselves penniless and tired.
Looking down from the Olympian
heights of a university post, it is easy to
pride oneself for a cool overview of
things, to chide those of us who are
reduced to scuffling to make their art
and to upbraid us for using "emotive
language."
My piece was not intended. to be a
contribution to film theory. I do not
believe it reads like one. I think, rather,
the piece has the rhetorical features of
a polemic. Nor was it addressed to
bureaucrats. It was written for people
who, generally, are committed to developing a distinctive Canadian culture, and it was written to warn them
that a type of cinema that I believe has

importance to the cultural life of our
nation is being overlooked by nearly
all of our cultural advocates. Perhaps, I
even hoped to prod them into taking
action. I hoped some of them would
take a look at the work, think about it
and, perhaps, take up the cause. Such
interventionist ambitions embarrass
me not in the least.
But these points seem to me obvious.
Surely not every piece of writing on
culture - nor even every piece of
advocacy - is addressed directly to
bureaucrats. Surely change occurs in
many ways, and that one way of effecti ng change is to develop a cadre of
people who are committed to some
cause and might eventually challenge
the policy-makers.
Now it is true, like all "occasions of
speaking", that the telling of stories
plays some role in constructing the
world in which we live. All sayings act
to set up the world shared by all those
who speak a common language. But
narratives have no particular importance in this regard. Which is not to
conclude that all utterances (or, at
least, all occasions of recounting a
narrative) are equally valuable, since
all participate in constructing the world
that "a community of speakers" shares.
But one would want to ask whether
the world erected by one way of speaking might not be preferable to the world
erected by some other way of speaking?
One would want to ask whether the
world set up in narrative does not have
deleterious features due to the very
nature of narrative? And, even if one
answered this latter question in the
negative, one would still want to inquire whether the world constructed
by the common narratjves of our culture is not less humane, less profound,
less sensitive to the mysterious than
the world set up by narratives of
earlier periods in history?
I do believe what Hegel expressed in
Reason In History, that "Everything
that a man is, he owes it to the state;
only in it can he find his essence. All
value that a man has, all spiritual
reality, he has only through the state"
and that "No individual can step beyond ; he can separate himself certainly
from other particular individuals but
not from the Spirit ofthe People." But I
do not believe this implies a thoroughgoing moral relativism, since I believe
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th a t there is moral progress - that , for
examp le, th e wider range of liberties
we now enjoy represents a form of
progress. II also recognize our present
co ndition is c haracterized by losses,
but I do not believe these losses are
who llv n ecessarv nor that there is no
way what has been lost can still be
recovered .)
The derogatory comments pocketbook philosophers have made about
Hege l' s identification of the Chris tian Germanic state of Prussia w ith the
Ideal State do reveal a profound problem in Hegel's philosophy. The Young
Hegelians pointed out w h a t th ev believed was a con tradiction in Hegel's
thinkin g. On the one hand, tney claimed,
Hege l presented the dialectic of historv
. as e ndlesslv
. restless and as nega tin g whatever exists so as to effect
change and ' bring about progress
toward greater rationality ; on th e
other, th ey pointed out, Hegel see m ed
to e ns hrine th e Prussian stat e as th e
culmin ation of history. This , too, is a
real point , but I think it can be refuted .
To do so wo uld be important, for th e
alternative is moral relativism and I
find this alternative abhorrent. I find it
abhoITent because it really does entail,
that objectively speaking, i.e., independently of participation in a tradition ,
there is not much to choose be tween
humanitarianism and anti-Semitism . I
would develop a counter argument
that would depend upon the view that
human s become free when they desire
that w hich is trul y proper for people to
desire. Freedom, in this view, would
arise when the human mind participates in the Absolute, when it becomes
a living presence in the presence of
th e Absolute, the eternal world of
truth and goodness. I would point out
now that this view of freedom differs
from the most common view about the
nature offreedom, that freedom is the
ability to do whatever one's desires
prompt him to do , rather than the
ability to do what is proper for him
to do. I would show that this is an
illusory view, because the prescriptions for behaviour that can be deduced
from it would lead not to liberation but
to e nslavement. But I cannot undertak e this task here.
In the " modified relativist" theories
espoused by most "critical theorists"
there, unfortunately, is a contradiction
at the heart . For critical theorists argue
that the s ubject is socially constituted
and has no being whatsoever outside
of "soc iality" las they so inelegantly
put it). This wou ld entail that dispositions toward action and judgements
develop within and are conditioned by
"sociality" and hence that those judgements are relative to that "sociality." At
the same time, they petition to higher
universal values when formulating a
critique of those judgements. I This
seems contradictory, and most of these
"dialecticians" seem to want to avoid
commitment to positions involving
contradictions whenever they can
lalthough I do not) , This should be a
. reason for them Ibut not necessarily
for me) to reject their positions of
modified relativism ,
Proposing a value of promoting
social cohesion - to which most of us
who live in the sundered human universe of modernity would at least pay
lip-service - implies that those who
speak out against narrative advocate a
practice that would result in social
dysfunction , Thus are repressed ques-
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tions about the quality of th e narratives
told in our time and abou t h ow their
quality compares with that of narratives of other cultures and of other
periods in hi s tory. I wou ld argue that
what promot ed socia l cohesion in
ea rlier his torica l periods was th e
shared belief th a t there was somethin g
higher than man which all men served.
The narratives p eople told were
gro unded in that belief a nd in a world
that had that dim e n sion . Now that
so urc e of social cohes io n ha s been forgotten. Our narratives have los t their
roots in the realm of the transcendent.
Their te lling has become a ritual that
ha s e ntire lv lost its inn er meaning, just
as th e ritual of the sacramen t ha s los t
its meaning by be in g inte rpre ted as a
soc ial phenomenon . Formerly, th e
s tories people told wou ld allude to
God, would s p eak of th e Holy, and
would display thought s a nd feelings
abo ut th e Good. Now th ey rarely do .
Mo re often, they rei nforce th e libera l
world view.
Consider how rarely th e narrati ves
of the present age deal with ideas
outside the ambit of libera lism , how
frequently they adopt th e standpoint
of individualism and deal with problems of "personal" psycho logy - that
is, with problems that develop in the
relation to some "significa nt other"
who is a member of the social group to
which the individual belongs. Consider
how often our narratives d epic t the
individual as the maker of his own
destiny, and how rarely the hero of the
psychological narrati ve is depicted as
answering the call of th e Divine or as
responding to the mys tery of the Holy.
Consider how often th e problem of the
narrative is the search for "perso nal"
we ll -being or sexua l fulfillm e nt. Consider how often it is th e quest for the
healing of wounds inflicted on the
psyche . Consider how rarely it concerns the Good , Our narratives promote
the destitute world-view of liberalism .
Our narratives - narrative itself - have
become as worthless as e mptied-out
rituals are. They further th e disenchantment of the world. If OLlr works of art
are to promote a re-enchantment of
the world, they must find new m ea ns
of working, These m ea n s are what
"The Cinema We Need" so ught. Whatever its limitation s land I acknow le dge
that they are many!, it mus t be interpreted in this light.
My critics might have respo nded to
this position in three ways. They might
have claimed that the most Significa nt
films of our culture have retained the
relation to transcendent values and do
provide us with norms opposed to
those of the tradition of liberalis m ,
Secondly, they might have take n on
the religious emphasis in my filmmaking and writing because there are,
in the main, two available viewpoints
from which to criticize this dimens ion
of my work. One is liberalism and the
other is its close relative , Marxism , At
this point in history, the one appears
on ly slight ly more bankrupt than the
other, as I think this becomes abundantly clear to anybody who sits down
to critique my claims from either vantage point . Thirdly, one might argue
along essentialist lines, claiming that
even though the narrative has fallen to
the state I describe, there is no reason
to jettison it, for nothing in its own
nature determined its present, fallen
state , People adopting this tack would
say that narrative has servEld other

cultures we ll, and it can serve ours
well also .
This last claim has some force . Still, I
believe th a t hi s torical developments
ha ve made narrative useless - at leas t
for the purposes I set forth - for our
own tim e, ce rt ain ly, though perhaps
not for a ll tim e. They are like rituals
that have become meaningless and
empty. And ju s t as rituals must be
changed when thi s happens, so mu st
th e form of o ur cinema, if it is to h e lp
u s rediscover our wonder at the gift of
things.
My piece perhaps did not ana lyze ,
but certa inl \' did comment upon a type
of c in ema in wh ic h story, representationed images , and te leologica l s tru ctures th at lead toward closure, interac t
in a complex manner, in a form one of
whose cardina l attribu tes is the us e of
a sequ e n ci ng of events s uc h that th e
events seem to bear cause-and-effect
relations to one another. To repress
inquiry into th a t is to repress inquiry
into what th e motivation for realis m is ,
I, for one, wou ld argue that the impulse
toward rea lism is co nnected with th e
pOSItiViSt world-view of scientific
liberalism . Remember Zola's claims
for consistency of his naturalism with
the scientific m e thod I
Granted, th e use of the realistic style
can reveal something that the use of
other "styles " ca nnot, and that is what
the typ e of thinking is that prefers
rea lism. And so we are back to th e
question of th e motivation for realism .
Adopting a lin e of approach that
reduces th e nature and function of
realistic images and representation to
the merely sociological value of revealing how "a certain group of people in a
certain place at a certain time" seems
to be offered as a final va lu e that puts
all other lines of questioning beyond
the pale , I. on the other hand, would
argue that th e thinking limagining,
feeling l of some periods may be richer
and more profound than that of others.
I also believe that a part of the critical
task is to expose the debased character
of thinking when it would restrict th e
critical e nterprise to uncove ring how
people in a certain period " imagined "
the world to be, and what such a restriction conceals about representation
and narrative.
Barry Barns lin Interests And The
Growth Of Know/edge , London : Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 1977 1provides a
useful s tartin g point. " Representation s," h e states, "are act ive ly manufactur e d renderings of their referents,
produ ced from available cultural
re so urces a nd as constructs for use in
activity, where 'activity' ca n embrace
the exercise of cogni tive functions and
where such functions are related to
the objectives of some social group."
All representations, verbal or visuaL
are constructs . They don't display the
form of the real ; Gombrich and Ivens,
among others, co nclusive ly demonstrated this, When a representation conveys informa tion about an object, it
does so by classifying it , by making it
an ins tance of one or more kinds of
entities recognized by the culture
whose resources are drawn upon by
the process through which representations are constructed. Representations make it possible for existing cu ltural knowledge to be applied to their
referents while the referents themselves provid e a c h eck on th e development of c ultura l know ledge.
There are many possible ways to
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organize (or to construct! a world - th e
way our c ulture do es so is just o n e
po;sib le \Vay . Nevertheless , any dable
organization , taken as a who le , is 5\'Ste mati c and o rde rly. Th is is b eca u se
an\' " mode l" world is connec te d ,
di~e c tl v or indirecth', with th e performance' of some institutionalize d activit\" such knowledge is Ito put my
po'i nt in a somewhat Habermasian
way! prestructured by a "situated
technical interest " in prediction and
co ntrol. Representations are assessed
not by their accuracy in rendering th e
wor ld (or, even, in the appearance
of the world!, but instrumentally,
on th e grounds of their efficacy in
prediction and control. At least thi s is
how representations have bee n assessed
ever s in ce the time when hierarchic
rather than hieroglyphic thinkin g
became dominant. In this way, represen tations are correlated with th e
historica l development of procedures ,
competences and tech niqu es. IA.N.
Whit ehead once made the remarkab le
observation that the greatest in ven tion
of th e ninetee nth ce ntury - and th e
nin e teen th ce ntury was th e tim e when
liberalism finall y achieved its hegemony - was the technique of making
inventions, ) In sum, representations
are artifices, not accurate rendel'ings
of th e ir referents - not even of how
their referents are imagin ed to be .
They are co nstructed forms that reflect
th e predictive, and other tec hnical
functions , which representations are
required to perform , if proced ures are
to be carried out and tec hniques
app lied.
An analogy can be drawn to the
nature of the foundational concepts of
modern physics . They were not
developed by chance, witho u t sufficient reason. A certain conception of
nature, of nature as a complex of
forces , as so much energy and power
waiting to be exploited, formed our
physics into the sort of experimental
e ndeavour it is, Modern science serves
to discover the means (the m ac hine
techniqu es! and, more important ly, to
clarify th e world picture that aids us in
our a ttem pts to discover the means to
dominate "what-is" Iconceived of as
stocks of e n ergy for use!.
Scientific re presen tations, like all
representations, have the form they do
as a result of the uses they are put to
a nd the in stitutional purposes they
serve, They do not provide in sight into
th e rea l n at ure of th a t w hic h is brought
forth into representation. People often
overlook thi s and take represen tations
as presenting th e represented in full
prese ntn ess. Thinking, by relying on
representation s that are inform ed b\'
th e ins titutional purposes they serv~,
has been converted into instrumental
thinkin g, into reckoning and calcu latin g. But thinking has not realized this
about itself. Consequently, representation s h ave come to dominate consciou s n ess to s u c h an exten t th at a ll
other forms of thinkin g have been
forgotten , The cos ts of this loss are
obvious . What I argue for in "The
Cin ema We Need " is a form of c in ema
land art 1 which , in small measure ,
might help restore those ways of
thinking that have been los t . Ti1at is
why I argue Isome might say ve h em e ntly! agai nst representations and
representational thinking, We need to
remember those forms of consciousness that ha ve no object.
Represe ntational thinkin g compre -
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hends thinking as the grasping of that
which lies before it. This thinking is
readily transformed into logical,
rational thinking. For rational thought,
everything that is, is an object and,
being an object, is amenable to subjugation by the will. For such thinking,
Being is a mystery that is never revealed,
even as a mystery. The mystery of
Being can be apprehended only by a
tranquil resoluteness that is in no way
self-assertive . Such a resoluteness
reveals that to which we humans
belong. Such thinking does not argue
or prove . It produces no ideas that are
kept as possessions (or gifts or presents), nor does it result in "clarifying
the issues" involved in some disputed
subject. In fact , it is no inquiry at all ; it
is a silent form of conversation which
sets up a world we could inhabit. but
10n't.
Handling, for example, brings out
the boogeyman offormalism with which
to threaten me. But he writes as though
formalism were a broad , comprehensive category comprising everything
that is difficult. unliked by the masses
and "i ntellect ual" (i.e., not pleasurable
or entertaining, as narrative films are ).
His equation of the ratios narrative /
formal, entertaining/ intellectual and
pleasurable / un pleasurable I find mistaken. There are pleasures that derive
from forms other than the narrative .
The exercise of intelligence itself
affords pleasure - one that b ecom es
more intense as the works which offer
such p leasure become more rare.
Handling should take into account
that there are formations and there are
formalisms. The works of Duras or
Syberberg (filmmakers I respect and
have thought about a great deal) have
nothing whatsoever to do with the
cinema I was proposing. They hardly
represent the surpassing of representational thinking. The cinema I advocated has similarities to Pound's poetry.
In fact, to e ' plain, I would make use of
Pound' s distinction between phonopoeia, melopoeia and logopeia . Phonopoeia "trains the object lfixed or
moving) onto the visual imagination:'
melopoeia "induces emotional correlation by the sound and rhythm of
speech" while logopoeia "induces
both the effects of stimulating the
associations li ntellectual or emotionall
in re lation to the actual words or
groups of words employed" (How To
Read, ch. 8 ). "The Cinema We Need "
expresses acceptance, with reservation s, of the first (phonopoeia), embraces wholeheartedly the second
Imelopoeia), and vehemently rejects
the third Ilogocentrism ). This is
because I believe logocentrism results
in representational thinking and that
representational thinking eventuates
in modern universities - factories for
the production of plans for carrying
out ideological programmes - and
Auschwitz .
The crux of my attack on narrative
co ncern s the link between historicism
and realism , an association made
through my quote from Pound's Cantos.
It consists in the claim that histories
and realistic narratives alike em ploy
structures that depend on linear order
and coherence and so cover over those
gaps in our knowledge that represent
a threat to the will to mastery.
The constitutive categories of narrative - linear temporality, identity,
causality and freedom - are fiction s
produced by the will to mastery . From
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them arise those dominant features of
modern Western narratives - bourgeois
individualism,
orga11lC1Sm,
humanism, progressivism - that are
the hallmarks of bourgeois culture. To
counter the will to mastery, I propose
an openness to the contraries of experience to be achieved by an escape
from representation. I propose "dialogism" or "polyglossia" which involves
the use of the two or more simultaneously present "voices" which interact
in a single cultural object. I advocate
this because the linguistic diversity it
entails may counter the impulse toward
a homogeneous language - one expression of which is the narrative, of which
Handling and Harcourt are so fond since homogeneity of language is an
important aspect of modernity. The
"relativization" of language that would
be a consequence of the development
of forms possessing this characteristic
might help break us out of that cycle of
telling and retelling - the equivalent of
Marx's "simple reproduction" in the
cultural sphere - that is the history of
modern narrative . Pound, I keep suggesting, has shown us the way.
I do not believe that what I have proposed as an alternative to realism is
formalism but rather a sort oftranscendental ism . Nowhere do I propose that
the work of art should achieve that
ontological autonomy that is a feature
of truly formalist works. The closest I
have come to that tradition is (a) to
base my early films on very simple
shapes (though even those films are
more in the poetic than in the materialist vein of structuralism) and (b ) to
include in many of my later films
remarks that the maker is the source of
those errors and the confusions that
haunt any work. Admittedly one could
take the use of this latter device as
implying that when a work of art
achieves the status of an onto logically
autonomous object. it transcends
failure and becomes "perfectly beautiful." But one co uld also interpret its
use as confession and self-criticism.
Similarly, I have celebrated "the
death of the author," because, as Fouca ult has pointed out, though in a different spirit. the removal of the author
makes way for the transcendent.
It must be acknowledged, though ,
that Handling is constrained to argue
that avant-garde cinema must remain
a marginal practice . The reason for
this is revealed in a comment he
makes almost in passing: "Narrative,
because it is so closely attached to
pleasure. cannot simply be dis missed .
It has to b e subverted from within."
One wishes that Handling had elaborated on this comment because it
happens to be the reason most frequently given by British critics for
dismissing the avant-garde and arguing
for Iguess what?) - the New Narrative.
It is utter nonsense to say that the
avant-garde wants to promote unpleasure. Who, in the '60s, didn't go to avantgarde films to see naked people - more
naked people than you could see even
in Bergman's films?
Unfortunately , the notion that the
political importance of avant-garde
cinema is that it foregoes "bourgeOis"
pleasures is one that has found currency. It is often used as Handling uses
it in his article - and indeed as Wollen
and Mulvey use it ("Interview with
Mulvey", Undercut, no . 6) - to damn
experimental films by consigning them
to the margins . How much unpleasure

would any reasonable person seek
out? Of course, I realize we were
expected to seek out the "unpleasure"
of watching avant-garde cinema (and
the experience afforded by films like
Penthesilea and Riddles OfThe Sphinx
and other "theory films" was really
very, very unpleasant) as our political
duty and to help us learn some film
theoretical notions that would help us,
the intellectuals, help the . toiling
masses . But even a saint's dedication
would flag after a couple of viewings
of Penthesilea (or the unbelievably
wretched The Bad Sister whose "intellectual" substance is nearly as simplistic as its title I. It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that after a brief flirtation
with the avant-garde, even the noseto-the-grindstone British were off
seeking some "pleasure" - something
they believed would be provided, of
course, by entertainment - i.e. narrative
- movies. 10f course, for "entertainment" they substituted "pleasure" in
order to align themselves with psychoanalytic terminology - for, by gawd,
thought even about sex has to be
"serious," "difficult" and "political" .)
The blatant nonsense once promulgated by British theorists and now
become dated, has found its resting
place in the courses on avant-garde
offered by professors who only read
about experimental cinema in Screen
but never see experimental films. II do
want to add that this comment is not
directed at Handling or Harcourt, who
do see experimental movies.)
Quite simply, all this just states the
darkness of the era: the era of liberalism.
The personal has been snuffed out. The
mysteries have been forgotten. We
might as well buckle under and accept
what has been imposed on us by technology since arguments advocating
actions against that which results in
the forgetting of the Divine and in the
distorting of the human are to no avail.
I was quite surprised by "The Cinema
We Need " when I wrote it ; now, I feel
vindicated. In "The Cinema We Need,"
I pointed out a relation between the
cinematic form of the films on behalf

of which Harcourt and Handling have
argued and the development of a
hegemoniC system technology which I
take to be the means by which America
has gained domination of our culture.
I also argued that, because of the I
strength of the technical thinking, no
other form of thinking is now available
to us. That Harcourt and Handling
both attempt to qefend the sort of film
they advocate by arguing that my comments on technology are passeiste
indicates that they do see a relation
between the form of cinema they praise
and technology - unless, that is, they
failed to notice the possibility of denying the connection between narrative
and technology. Moreover, Harcourt
implies and Handling states explicitly
that we must accept that the supremacy .
of technical thought is the reality of
our age, and that attempts on my part
to remember other forms of thinking
are simply an indulgence in a Romantic
yearning for a past.
Handling may be right that the
disease our society has contracted
may be incurable, but I won't accept
that claim without putting up any
resistance. I don't think that anyone
who values what we will lose as the
American domination of Canada is
consolidated should . I do think that
Harcourt and Handling value our
country and our culture. But if they
don 't want to lose them , they will have
to rethink their views on technology.
If, after this rethinking, they believe
that it is too late-to escape domination
by technology, they should come out
and admit that the battle for Canadian
culture is lo&t .
(The text has been edited from a larger
manuscript - ed.)
NOTES
1. There is a way out of this impasse, s ug-

gested by Althusser in Reading Capital and
For Marx . and that would be to contrast the

" re lative insights" of ideo logy with th e
science of historical materialism . But most
of the dialecticians whom I have been
discu ss ing seem to have rejected Althusser's
idea s some tim e ago
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The shadow of
Canadian cinema:
Bruce Elder's
immodest proposal
of the social. For the cinema system in
articulating simultaneously an aesthetic politic (the masse..s are be autiful)
As individuals
and a political aesthetic (the romance
The men lost their identity i as groups,
of technology) itself could never be a
As gangs, they massed, divided,
ge nuine (ethical) politics, only its
subdivided,
simulacrum: that is to say, an imLike numerals only.
posture .
Cinema, in other words, is inherently
- EJ . Pra tt, Towards the Last Spike
one moment of a vaste r propaganda
system most obviously and primarily
"The problem is not writing stories
on behalf of modern technique, and
set in Canada, but fully and painfully
secondly for all forms of group-activity
assuming all the difficulties of its
(nation, industry, class, or filmmakers)
identity . "
and only somewhere far, far along the
infinite combinations thereof, almost
- Hubert Aquin
as an afterthought, reaching the level
La fatigue culturelle au Canada
of the sub-category of the individual
frant;:ais
and his/ her consciousness .
Bruce Elder - most recently and
It was the late French philosopher
explicitly in an article entitled "The
Michel Foucault who said that our
time e xists in the shadow cast by Hegel
Cinema We Need" (Canadian Forum,
and all we have done since has bee n to
February, 1985) - invites to seriously
consider what it means to dwell within
futilely attempt to escape from that
such a system, as individuals, but also
recognition. For Hegel, last of the
as Canadians. And perhaps more
Moderns, was the first to recognize the
importantly as Canadians to the extent
impossibility of thinking against the
that that level of generality is the only
system of technique - and all art since
other thing we potentially share in
Hegel has been a desperate flight from
common beyond being simply decenthe iron laws of technological closure.
tred individuals within the universal
Nowhere, perhaps, has this been more
technical system. For, as a Canadian,
evidently the case than in 'questions of
cinema .'
Elder still believes in the possibility of
there being other Canadians willing to
As Walter Benjamin grasped at the
height of the first cinematic avantparticipate in the questioning h e has
garde, cinema (or, as one could add
embarked upon both as a film-thinke r
today, television) had this unique proand a filmmaker. Nor is this assumption
pensity : it was the first 'art form ' that
utterly utopian to the extent that
Canada itself has marked intellectual
ess entially managed to dispense with
and artistic traditions of just this kind
the artist in having shifted the locus of
the work as a manifestation of an
of questioning and also that, on paper
individual creation to within a collecat least, Canada remains a distinct
tive system of production/ distribution/
geographical entity.
consumption. In the resulting Hegelian
Whether Canada, exce pt perhaps in
'inverte d world' the loss of the indivithe most abstract legal sense, constidual artwork's 'aura' only meant that it
tutes a sovereign entity is, of course,
was the system itself that had been
another question altogether. Certainly
auratized, and the heroic attempt to
it is one of the tensions of Canadian
reinvest artistic notions into purely
history, not to say its fundamental pretechnological forms such as cinema
dicate, that Canada is, if not yet a
nation, at least a North American entity
w a s hopelessly retrograde, not to say
existing alongside the other North
mere idolatry. For cinema is postPromethean in the sense that it is the
Americans nations, the United States
capturing of light by the machine, and
of America and the United States of
so the operative condition for its very
Mexico. Vis-a-vis the other United
existence was the generalization of
States, Canada's existence is thus prethe surrounding darkness.
dicated upon some notion of similarity/
If cinema was the art-form that
difference that in the official discourse
aestheticized the social robotization of
of the central Canadian state is poliman, it also, as Benjamin suggested,
tical, economic, social, linguistic, and
dialectically implied the ethicization
cultural. Yet despite the hundred-odd

by Michael Dorland

rates of Canada's separate existence as
a political entity, it has only been three
years since Canada has come into
being in the jur idical sense of official
sovereignty derived from internally
generated, agreed -upon principles.
Thus the following paradox : if the
Canadian sense of self-consciousness
is formally extremely new, the originary, natura listic sense of Canadian
differe n ce has in the past century been
profoundly compromised by the American similiarity. The erosion of Canadian economic and social difference,
along with the Americanization of
political and cultural difference, means
that now, more than ever before, it
devolves upon the Canadian cultural
project (as manifested by the Canadian
artistic and intellectual imagination)
to bear the e ntire burden of not only
reviving, but e nlarging what is left of
the sense of Canadian difference. As
Elder put it in "The Cinema We Need" :
"The task of achieving some clarity
about our cultural situation and of
developing the means to deal with the
present cultural crisis is an urgent one
- ' I believe the most important one
now demanded of Canadians ... " For
a time that urgently calls for manifestations of the Canadian imagination
is, at the very least, a time for manifestos - and a manifesto . is, as Bart
Testa argues, what Elder has written
in "The Cine ma We Need ."
One could say that the most incandescent moments of the Canadian
past - in which e m erges what it means
most fully to be Canadian (with all the
agony and te nsion that implies) - are
constituted by its manifestos : W.L.
MacKenzie , the 1837 patriotes, the
Canada First manifesto, George Grant's
Lament For A Nation (or its predecessor, Goldwin Smith's Canada and
the Canadian Question ), the Regin a
Manifesto, Refus global, the Waffle
Manifesto, Expo '67, or the FLQ Manifesto .
Curious ly, (English ) Canadian cinema has never produc ed a manifesto, at
least until now, and one might well
wonder: why not ? For a manifesto is
the cry of an imagination in search of a
practice, often the precondition for
that practice itself. (Not that a manifesto alone is a sufficie nt condition for
an artistic practice , but it is at least a
necessary condition and it is precisely
this kind of articulation of its own

necess ity th a t Ca n ad ian cinema has
never h ad , w ith th e o n e exception ,
Elder wo uld argu e si n ce he has produced most of it, of the Canad ian
ava nt-gard e cine m a.)
As bo th Testa and Piers Hand li ng
n ote, on e h as to go b ack to Gri erson in
Ca n ad ia n fil m histo ry to fi nd a nyth ing
resemb ling theo re tica l prin c ip les, and
th ere's the r ub . For if Grierso n was th e
fo und e r of a distin ct Canadia n cinem a ti c realis m (a nd no t m ere ly jus t
a no th er colo nia l admini stra tor ), h ow
does one account for the fac t th a t the
de ba te as to the nature of th a t rea li sm
rages o n 40 years la te r (a nd co ntinu es
in these pages) ? Now it m ay well b e as
Testa sharply observes that "Can a di a n
critics ·have b een passing a d ecad e
p r a isin g m ediocre Canad ian feature
film s u sing the tool s of an out wo rn
aute uris m while standing kn ee-d ee p
in the ruins of a realist theoretica l
scaffolding" - in which case the realism
debate is not only a fals e d e bate but a
dead one. Or it may be that the debate
is not so much one between "realists"
(Pe te r Harcourt and Handling) a nd a
"paranOid" (as Harcourt characte riz es
Elder) as between three kinds of re alists: the social realism of Harcourt,
the political realism of Handling and
the abstract ethical realism of Elde r .
And what is being argued ove r is far
le ss a question of realism in Can a dian
cin ema than it is the perple xing reality
of Canada itself : its bureaucrati c infallibility in the case of Harcourt, som ething similar but with a politica lly
critical pe dagogy in the case of Handling, and whether or not Canada can
b e conceptualized in the case of Elde r .
Te sta is right to discern behind the
de bate a politics struggling to express
itself, though one could specify in the
form of three strategies : a cultural
pragmatics for Harcourt, a culturally
subversive entryism for Handling,
and a cultural ideology for Elder.
In other words, within the arc of Canadian cultural nationalism three
political prescriptions for Canadian
cinema : liberal (Harcourt) , social ~ de
mocratic (Handling) and radical
(Elder).
Except that, in the case of HarcourtHandling, their cinematic politics only
repeat the two dead-end subordinations (to state and marketplace) in
which Canadian cultural disc ourse
has b een fatall y entrapped , as Arthur
Kroker r ecently analyzed in his "Spitling on the TV : Insubordinaling Canadi a n b r oadc asting." And Elder's is less
a politiCS than it is an ethics b ecause a nd this for the first time - it grounds
the possibility of a Canadian cine ma in
a conception of Justice (the Good) that
is nor mative land so prescriptive) only
to the degree that it considers the
existe nce of Canada (and so of Canadian culture) a manifestation of the
Good .
Now Canadia n cinema has (so far)
been nothing if not politi cal to the
exte nt that the Canadian cultura l project h as itse lf been politically bounded,
and this h as bee n both the source of its
few stre ngths as well as its limitations :
its utte r depe ndency upon a statedefined politics on the one hand, and a
marke t-defined e conomics on the
othe r , and the accurate p erception of
it by the public as propaga nda (which
has only r einfor ce d tha t public's desire to escape Canadian p r opaganda
by throwin g itself into the welcoming
a rms of the lar gest propaganda ma-
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chine in the contemporary world) . In
the context, then , of the disappearing
Canadian public , a state -apparatus
whose commitment to Canadian cultural 'objective s' has always b een
ambiguous, a nd a mar ke tpl ace whose
commitment to Ame ri can culture is its
raison-d'etre, what is left of Ca n a dian
cinema? If Harcourt can still re main
vagu ely hopeful. Handling fo r his p a rt
is pre tty much re ady to sign th e d e ath
certificate a nd p romptly revive the
corpse in the form of a n "im age indu stry ." lAn d e xplic itly for the likes of a
Robin VVood , Ca nadian c in e m a n e ve r
a mount e d to a nythin g mu ch in the
firs t place , so nothing's b een l os t - as
nothing w a s the re. )
Only Elder, it see m s, w ould disagree
- vehe mently and ra dica lly so . First, by
wre nching aw ay the stat e-monopoly
on a cultural politics, he an chors the
Canadia n cultural projec t in th e concept of the nation itself. For Elder, the
very fa c t of being Canadian, of being
able to think about Canada, posits a
metaphysics of Canadian culture that
is neither cramped nor defensive, but
immense a nd at least at ease in its
difference . Secondly Elder, because he
is comfortable within Canadian metaphysical traditions therein encounters
that bedrock of the Canadian mind
that is a profoundly ethical critique of
the American technological universe]
Thirdly, on the bases of that critique
which ste ms from the assumption that
Canada offers different face to the
universal technological system (which
means that the American appropriation
is only a trope and not the thing itself) ,
he absolutizes the Canadian critique
of American modernity into a conception of cinema from within (as opposed
to against or, in the case of importing
U.S. culture, from without) the technological closure . Righting the Hegelian
inverted world, the Elderian concept
of Absolute Cinema presents the phenomenological dissection of the willto-technique that results from the encounter of a spectator's consciousness
with the unfolding (or coming into
presence) of the cinematic system .
Unlike American art's endless celebrations of the disappearing subject,
Canadian art (as I read Elder) is a
manifestation of the appearing subjectobject as the dialectic between place,
person, and mind. His is a realism in
which Canada is not a perpetual becoming or vanishing, but an integer.
Nor is the analysis he is making based
either on his own behalf or to promote
the kinds of films he himself makes,
but only as one Canadian mind thinking
about what Canadian cinema already
has the capacity to be . For modest
Canadians, it's an extraordinarily immodest claim - were it not that it is no
different from the literary claims
made by a Hugh MacLennan in his epic
conception of Canada, or the painterly
claims of a Paul-Emile Borduas, for it is
nothing less than the Canadian imagination manifesting itself.
If, as the debate here shows, there
are other ways to 'read' Elder, including
Elder's own reading of himself, perhaps the least that should be said for
now might be, in a paraphrase of
Rimbaud : "Allons, messieurs, mesdames les cineastes (les professeurs, les
gouvernants ... ), encore un effort, car
c'est de votre Canada qu'i1 s'agit."
(I) Ar1hur Kroker, Technology and the
...Canadian Mind : Grant / McLuhan / Innis,
Montreal. 1984, and New York, 1985.
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The rites (and wrongs)
of the elder or
The cinema we got:
the critics we need
by Geoff Pevere
Naturally, perhaps, Canadian fitm criti cism (that is, criticism of and about
Canadian cinema, and not criticism
written in Canada about movies made
elsewhere) tends to the prescriptive
mode. What Canadian cinema should
be, in other words, is a more frequently
addressed matter than what it is.
Ostensible distinguishing marks
and mannerisms notwjthstanding, the
frequency of the use of the prescriptive
mode by Canadian film critics suggests
certain fundamental and common
assumptions . Basically, they are: first ,
that there is something identifiable as
Canadian Film , and thus an object of
criticism which exists. Second, that
this object, Canadian Film, is qualitatively and observably distinct from
other, similar objects borne of similar
aesthetic las cinema) and cultural
ICanadian, American or whatever)
concerns or standards of definition.
Third, that the objects Canadian Film
or Cinema, is somehow beneficial and
necessary to someone . It performs a
function that is somehow edifYing,
enlightening, nourishing and stimulating to someone or some group of
someones (presumably, in this case,
Canadians ). In a word, it is worth
having around.
So far, these are elementary assumptions for most or all film criticism, but
the prescriptive mode makes its distinguishing detour here. While most
forms of nationalist film criticism
imply the values stated above, fewer
suggest, as our criticism frequently
does, first, that there is something
definitely lacking in a particular
natinal cinema that impedes it in
realizing its ideal and necessary form
and function; a lack resulting from
factors imposed either from outside
(economic starvation, cultural imperialism, governmental indifference,
etc.) or festering from inside (psychological retardation, cultural immaturity or myopia, overfed middle-class
indifference) the national organism.

Geoff Pevere, aside from teaching
and critiquing, manages the National
Film Theatre in Ottawa.

Finally, that this is a lack worth repairing.
And, furthermore, for the culturally ·
crippled Canadian Cinema, that there
are strategies and means available for
making the repairs, and that these
will, if carefully and rigorously administered, bring Canadian cinema closer
to its ideal state. There are, according
to this set of assumptions, workable
blueprints for the reconstruction and
sustained health and well-being of
Canadian Cinema - or so the prescriptive mode implies.
But finally, the most significant and
essential assumption shared by prescriptive Canadian film critics is also
the least apparent and discussed,
which is not surprising, given that it is
also the most relative , contentious and
abstract of this set of assumptions:
that there is, in fact, a perfect state,
condition and context for the object
Canadian Film: a set of idealized
environmental, political and ideological circumstances under which the
object will flourish and nourish
according to the relative standards of
what this ideal Canadian Cinema is or
must be. The reasoning is tautological
but essential to the practice of prescriptive criticism, for there can be no
healing measures applied to the organism unti.1 a standard of perfect health
is established. All medicine implies a
cure, but no cure is absolute. Like doctors, critics have varying standards of
perfection . Unspoken and implicit as it
is, this relativity of standards for the
perfect Canadian Cinema is in fact the
most fundamental and far-reaching
determinant of the prescriptive mode.
It directs all critical speculation,
interpretation and even perception
towards a particular end or set of standards which define an individual
critic's conception of the perfect Canadian Cinema. Moreover, the prescriptive mode customarily submerges
these standards, making implicit the
ideological determinants in the explicit plans for the perfect Canadian
Cinema. The critic's value system
must be deductively retrieved by sifting
through the apparent to the implied.
By whatever means the critic's value
system is sleuthed by the student of
such things, it is an object worth sniffing out. Notions and standards of perfection, particularly as they shape or

influence cultural or political discourse,
are valuable gauges of ideological selfdefinition, idealized portraits or reflections of how we might appear, were it
not for the smudged and cracked
looking-glass we've got - the cinema
that stands between us and the cinema
we want or, in the urgent prescriptive
message of Bruc'e Elder, the cinema
we need.
Before embarking upon an examination of the specific terms and implications of Elder's audacious, if eccentric,
prescriptive blueprint for a national
cinema (Canadian Forum, February
1985), it might be useful to briefly
examine some ofthe conditions which
have bred, fed and sustained the
predominance of the prescriptive
mode in Canadian film criticism.
Basically, the practice of formulating
strategies for a better Canadian cinema
assumes that a better Canadian Cinema
is necessary and will somehow be
better for Canadians because, even
more basically, there is believed to be
a distinct, direct and discernible causeand-effect relationship between cultural products and their consumers.
Culture is viewed as a necessary agent
in the process of social and political
self-definition, and national identity
remains a salient issue in the various
debates over Canadian culture. Culture
can increase our determination and
potential to act upon and understand
the environment we live in because it
delineates our position in relation to
that environment. It shows us who
and where we are. In Canada, where
most of the cultural products consumed
are imported from other political and
cultural contexts, the situation is
regarded as urgent and particularly
pronounced. Given the assumed direct
relationship between culture and consumers in prescriptive criticism, the
Canadian cultural predicament ~etards
both our individual and social potential
for personal and national self-recognition, growth and determination. Thus,
while critics may not agree on the
prec;ise nature and form of the cinema
we need, there is little quibbling over
the fact that we need a cinema, Apparent motivations and determinations
may differ (ranging, right to left, from
cultural jingoism, to the practical
drive to econoITIic self-sufficiency, to
the mobilization of strategies to sub-
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vert the discourse of foreign c ultural
oppression), but the common end
remains. We need a cinema, the prescriptive critic tells us, and we need our
own .
According to Bruce Elder, the cinema
we need probably isn't the cinema
most of us want, if most of us want one
at all. An example of prescriptive criticism so hypothetical and utopian it
does not even touch ground long
enough to identify any specific examples of the cinema we have, Elder's
article addresses a multitude of issues
and possible answers to the central
and driving dilemma of prescriptive
film criticism: how to get there from
here, or, how to make the cinema we
need out of the cinema we've got .
According to Elder, the central problem
facing contemporary Canadian cinema
is nothing so common - and presumably repairable - as a condition of cultural retardation imposed by economic
and ideological domination of the
Yankee media monolith. In Elder's
view, what corrupts the cinema we've
got is nothing less than the ailment of
an age : a materialistic, goal-oriented,
technocratic mode of thinking that
distracts human endeavour and contemplation from the desired and
lamented realm of the immediate,
multiple and experiential, to a futurefixated, selective and spiritually barren
piecemeal existence. That, in Elder's
view, is wrong. By thinking in linear
terms of causally-related events, we
are missing out on the blissful barrage
of multitudinous impressions-that comprise the everyday organism's experience of the here-and-now.
A cinema that reproduces the wonder and richness of the now, in all its
sensual, ambiguous and rhythmic
splendour, a cinema that rejects narrative - for narrative, with its structured
reification of the dominance and legitimacy of cause-and-effect relations,
and its basis in representative arts,
which push events, a priori and by
definition , into the past, is the concrete
foundation on which the edifice of
technocratic, selective thinking is built
and sustained; a cinema that, through
the use of such staple avant-garde
strategies as stasis, repetition, rhythm
and min imalism, emphasizes the
temporality of its own unfolding and
the material basis of its own formulation , a cinema that emphasizes its
here-and-now-ness, is the cinema we
need . Or do we?
It is a provocative and peculiar formulation certainly, which is made even
more enticing and baffling by Elder's
customizing of terminology (wherein
technology becomes "techniq u e" and
olifactory experience becomes, nice ly,
"givenness") , frequent flights of messianic rhetorical fancy ("Thi s association of the rhymicality of the process
by which events come to presentness
in experience with the physicality and
rhyth micality of bodily processes
means that the rhythmic form of a work
of art can, by uniting the pulse of the
body with patterns inherent in emergent events (even t phenome na) , unite
the mind and the body"), 1 and a tendency to employ value-packed phrases
such as "good policy", 2 "a just society"/
"the gift of things"· and, frequently,
"values"s itself - without letting us in
on what these terms mean to him, thus
disguising relative and culturally
determined concepts as absolutes or
givens. And just who are "we", any-
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way? What unites me, you, or us, as
readers, to Elder? To whom the writer
might b e speaking is an issue left
unresolved , and since the article suggests that ~hat we need might be
protracted epics of scratched emulsion , the "we" of the needy (not to
mention the why of the need) is a
constituency that must be delineated
and identified. Personally, I don't think
we includes m e or th e guy who
manages th e Mac's Milk on the corner.
Another c urious (if less portentious )
premise of the piece is th e suggestion
that irreparable damage has been
done by the Peter Harcourt/ Piers
Handling school of film criticism,
which apparently advocates the use of
certain strategies of self-reflexiveness
culled from avant-garde film practice in
commercial narrative Canadian cinema, presumably for the purpose of
assembling a cinematic mode that is
more dialectical, intellectually involving and politically provocative than
conventional illusionist/ realist/ representative Hollywood practice. Like
"technique", Elder is against this. Yet
his specific objections, on closer scrutiny, are either unfounded, off-base, or
reactionary.
Having, I think, a passing familiarity with the work of both critics, I
recall coming across no rallying to the
cause of a "New Narrative" cinema in
either of Handling or Harcourt's expansive writings on Canadian cinema.
A hybrid of avant-garde and classical
styles that employs the self-reflexive
mechanisms of the former to undermine the reactionary hegemony ofthe
latter, Elder's dreaded New Narrative
"vandalizes",6 "commercializes,,7 and
"hijacks"S conventions of avant-garde
cinema, a process which, claims Elder,
not only robs the alternative cinema of
its unique capacity for autotelicity emphasizing nowness over then-ness
- but also serves to preserve the reactionary ideological function of mainstream cinema: since the mechanisms
of illusionism presumably overwhelm
the strategies of autotelicity, the New
Narrative only saps the avant-garde of
its uniquely self-reflexive and subversive character, it, in doing so, ultimately
serves the oppressive ends of dominant
cinema, since it coopts conventions of
the avant-garde in order to drain them
of their potential to subvert.
This, the crux of Elder's biscuit,
introduces enough theoretical and
political gristle to chew on for 10
involved and likely unwieldy academic dis cussions, but I shall restrict
myself to a brief survey and response
to the most pertinent, pungent and
contentious of the points just raised.
Elder maintains that narrative, in
and df itse lf, is reaction ary and serves
existing sys tems of power and social
relations because it is rep r ese nt at ive,
and any representative forms of discourse freeze and isolate tim e and
experience into a presumably safe.
pre-interpreted, unambiguous and
unalterable past. Narrative cinema
limits experience in terms of th e already-happe ned and thus th e beyondintervention. It creates a false and
perennial continuum of pastness that
blocks the future and blurs the present
by relegating all experience into a
safely distance d and untouchable past.
Whatever the specific form of address,
Elder claims that all narrative forms,
by definition, speak in past tense. This
is, I think, true to a certain extent.

Dominant forms of culture wouldn't
be dominant if they did not function as
part of those appa ratuses which serve
to support and preserve social and
power relations the way th ey are . If
not all narrative, then certainly most
commercia l movies, and all forms of
popular culture, generally and by definition, police the possibility of social
c riticism by presenting endlessly regurgitated idealized representations
of things as they are. Not by presenting
or showing us how good things could
be, but by showing us how great they
are. Dominant pop culture reifies and
legitimates things as they are by condoning, through representation, certain
value systems and modes of behaviour
and by condemning, through exclusion
or exaggeration, other value systems or
modes of behaviour not permissable
according to the arbitrary but guarded
parameters of the normal. And in
suggesting that things are okay as they
are, dominant pop culture forms nullify
the need, or even a recognition of its
possibility, for radical social change .
But there are ways of countering
these effects. Popular culture may be
ubiquitous, but it is not monolithic.
Elder's return-to-zero, outright rejection of narrative simply ignores the
problem of ideological hegemony and
pop culture, but it doesn 't confront it.
Quite simply, once these status quo
support systems, which must go unnoticed to succeed, are recognized
and named, they are no longer transparent and thus their power to perpetuate is neutralized. Therefore, Elder's
conception of a monolithic, impregable system of "pastness" in dominant culture is insufficient, for the
system can be challenged and altered.
Elder forgets the third party in the
process of ideological formulation by
popular culture: the consumer. While
the cultural apparatus may be fixed in
time in terms of production and ideological usefuln ess, the consumer or
spectator is not. S/ he can use her or his
position as subject-in-the-present to
analyse and criticize the object-in-thepast position of culture artifacts.
Meaning may be encoded in pop culture products, but it is not entombed
there . The shifting context of consumption, in te rms of both environm ent and ideology, and the relative
perspective of the consumer means
that the pastness of the artifact is
always subjected to the presentness of
its consumption. No movie is an island
either.
Besides . does not all social discourse,
by definition and design, isolate a nd
ob jectify experience? All communa l
interaction depends on systems of
shared symbols and cod"es which
objectify and isolate experie nce so it
can be traded among the constituents of those communities. And is this
no t because. without a svstem of
mutually shared and recognized symbols. th ere would be no social "interaction? Language is the basis of community. a nd it is represe ntative by
nature .
T h ere is no community, no larger
consciousness, no sense of temporal
co ntinuit y or socia l connectedness
without langu age and similar representative modes of discourse. Without
them , we are left only with the unnamed and unnamable subjective
sensory impressions that constitute
our visceral experience - the very level
of consciousness Elder posits as the

•
model for "the cinema we need." Adrift
in the realm ofthe senses : it makes for
an attractive image, if a romantic a nd
apo litical one, but that's what Elder's
conception of the cinema of sub jective
here-and-now-ness amounts to: by
posi ting the ideal cinema as one which
puts us in touch with the pre-linguistic .
purely sensory realm of visceral
response, Elder is hearkening back to
the mystic (he even speaks , wistfully,
of th e "ancients .. 9 ); yearning, like
some post-psychedelic hybrid of Merlin and Leary, for a pre-Jungian reinstatement of art into the r ea lm of the
subconscious, the magical and the
ineff<l ble.
The cinema we need, we are told, is
a cinema separate from and unsullied
by the grime and corruption of everyday discourse and popular taste. It is a
cinema that depends upon mystery
and superstition, a notion of art as
something irrational, unexplainable ,
spiritual and exalted - something
magic. It is a perspective that posits
art as natural and given, rather than as
the product of particular social and
historical forces , and artists as divine
mediums of messages dispatched
somewhere from the black cauldron
of the subconscious, and accessible
only to them, rather than producers of
historically determined cultural artifacts. It is a view that seeks to establish
a hierarchy of knowledge and privilege
that exploits mystification as a necessary means of maintaining an imbalance of power between the exalted
few that produce and comprehend art,
and the greater masses that do not.
And, while we're at it, just what the
fuck is "art" anyway?
And this attitude, I daresay, is a
damned sight more reactionary than a
veritable slew of decadent. past-fIxated,
narrative trash movies. Suggesting art
must be liberated from language and
the representative impulse in order
for it to playa subversive rather than
supportive social role in relation to
dominant ideology may sound like a
trumpet call to radical action, but
what's really afoot here is the reactionary romantic impulse to return the
production of culture to the realm of
the mystic, to take it out of the realm of
shared social experience and discourse
(an d thus politics), and return it safely
to the tomb of sanctified privilege
where it belongs. Rather than a more
politica l cinema, in the sense of a
cin ema that addresses . in both form
and content, the h egemony of dominant power structures, the cinema
Elder says we need is not political at
all. Apparently, it is above such things .
It is thus, in my view , a useless cinema
- and no less status quo than its Hollywood counterpart.
Perhaps prescribing what we should
have is, in and of itself. a retrograde
rath er than a progressive act ivity for
Canad ian cinema. Certainly Elder's
prescriptions, \Vhic h call for nothing
less than a romantic re instatement of
art to the antiquated realm of th e mysti ca l and its retrieval from social discourse. ca nnot be practical in terms of
mapping a path to a "better" cinema
through an understanding of the one
we, as Canadians, have . VVhile few
examp les of prescriptive criticism for
Canadian cinema have retreated quite
so far from from practical political and
cultural considerations as Elder's has,
most do imply a similar withdrawal
from an analysis of what we've got in
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order to consider what we need. In
fact, if there's a crisis facing Canadian
cinema at the moment, it's a failure in
film criticism as much as it is the films
criticised . Why can't we deal with
what we've got?
As mentioned, prescriptive criticism
usually assumes a dismissal, on qualitative grounds, of the cinema we have.
Disheartened with the likes of what
we've got, like The Surrogate, Heaven(v Bodies and Rock and Rule, critics
will indulge in reveries of what we
might or should have . Usually, this
critical utopianism implicitly or explicitly posits the achievements of national cinemas more consistent, pervasive
and respected than ours as models for
development. (The phenomenal success, in the past decade, of Australian
cinema, which we once regarded
fondly as a bedfellow in cultural retardation, has only sharpened the edges of
our own sense of inferiority.! There is
no single reason for this cycle of selffulfilling critical self-flagellation, but it
seems generally to spring from factors
more commonly cited to bemoan Canadian filmgoers than critics, i.e., the
state of cultural schizophrenia caused
by the cumulative effects of the unhindered consumption of someone else's
systems of self-definition. And like
those audiences for whom the standard
of quality, familiarity and even intelligibility· has been firmly established
by the American model. Canadian critics, when dealing with Canadian films,
do so under the long shadow of Hollywood. Thus, our own films are invariably found to be "lacking" or "inept",
. "embarrassing" or "amateurish." Instead of being evaluated on their own
terms or even in the context of a
broader but culturally integrated area
of enquiry like "Canadian Cinema,"
Canadian films are routinely hauled
by Canadian critics onto the Hollywood chopping block and there condemned to death for failing to m easure

up. Our producers, directors and
awards-show presenters routinely resort
to the euphemism "international" or
"unive rsal" as both goal and a standard of achievement for Canadian
movies to aspire. But there's really
only one border worth crossing for
these "universalists", and it's the same
one that's proven more difficult for
Canadian than American movies to
cross.
Dismissed and abandoned, Canadian cinema is left largely forgotten, or
consciously put out of mind. Much is
written about the horrendous and crass
results of the c.c.a.-spawned boom of
the late '70s, when tax shelter incentives stimulated film production on a
scale this country had never seen before or since. The problem was the
films were dreck of the lowest order,
usually third-generation rip-offs of
formula American genres such as
police thrillers, teen comedies or teen
slash-em-ups. Most were never deemed
fit for distribution and, until pay TV,
with its gaping, 24-hour-a-day appetite
for product, came along in 1982, most
were never seen. This period has become nothing less than the Cultural
Revolution of Canadian film history.
(This despite the humiliating fact that
Meatballs and Porky's, Canada's most
lucrative commercial exports of all
time, were produced during this period.! It's rarely discussed, and never
with any seriousness toward the films
and always in an incendiary tone.
Fault is usually found, and always
somewhere else.
Yet, if the emphasis of Canadian film
criticism shifted from the prescriptive
and the evaluative to the descriptive
and the analytical; if all film texts,
from the Heavenly Bodies's to the
Grey Fox's, were treated objectively as
texts worthy of analysis (because all
cultural texts, from the crass to the
vanguard , convey vital messages of
cultural and ideological self-d efini-
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tion), and were given equal due,
Canadian Cinema might finally yield
that elusive motherlode of self-identity
sought by the prospectors of Canadian
culture since Confederation. What we
are, what we would like to be, what we
aren't - the means for discussing these
matters of cultural identity are as firmly
encoded in' Death Ship and Running
Brave as they are in those rare EnglishCanadian· features that do measure
up to the arbitrary evaluative standards
of "international" or "universal "
appea l. Pop culture, all of it. high or
low, crass or class, is an equally valid
indicator of the cultural context which
produces it, of the ideological temper
of the times. The refusal or inability of
Canadian film critics to adapt a nonevaluative, descriptive and analytical
mode of criticism has merely perpetuated the colonization of the Canadian collective consciousness (if such
a beast exist). Like the average weekend moviegoer, the critic in Canada
has undergone a process of cultural
dislocation, resulting from the adoption of imported critical standards that
can only be self-defeating in a country
where these standards cannot deal
adequately with the cultural products
that country produces: of course
Heavenly Bodies sucks, we can all
agree on that. But what does it tell us
about our culture, our priorities, our
values, ideals, and aspirations?
Concomitant to this negative of the
evaluative and prescriptive mode as a
necessary progression in the understanding of Canadian popular culture
is are-evaluation of what constitutes a
national cinema. Here, as elsewhere,
the cues have been borrowed from
other contexts and applied back home,
where the definitions can't be as safely
or securely applied. To insist. particularly in English Canada, that the national cinema is comprised of theatrical
features, is to further tighten the cycle
of critical se lf-strangulation by limiting

the scope of analysis to a small, and
particularly destitute, area of cultural
acti\,ity, in Canada. Most of the film
production activity in this country is
dispersed to other media, such as
broadcast and pay television. Unless
the concept of national cinema is
broadened sufficiently to encompass
IhesA vital and comparably flourishing
areas of activity in film-related production, and the traditional cultural
elitism elevating film from "lesser"
forms of visual media is dismissed for
the culturally stagnant attitude it is,
Canadian popular culture, and Canadians' understanding of what it is and
what it means - and ability to direct its
future based on this knowledge - will
continue to yield nothing but a sense
of cultural embiIrrassment,jmpotence
and retardation. And that, I'm sure, we
don't need.
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• Earlier this year, [ ~aught an introductory
course in film studies at Carleton Universitl'. It was illuminating, if dismaying. to
discover that, in a course that included
Godard, Bergman and Welles, it was the
Canadian section of the course that proved
a major sturn per to students . Canadian
films were the most "foreign " films , in
terms of familiarit\' , prese nted all ye ar.
• In Quebec, as usuai , as always, things are
different. Most of the points urgently
addressed here are eith e r moot or nonexistent there.
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